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Objectives
List the main objectives of the proposed research in order of priority
The primary aim of this study is the timely delivery of a Phase 1111 (safety and early indicator of efficacy) clinical trial of stemcell based, tissue-engineered laryngeal implants in patients with severe irreversible structural disorders of the larynx
unresponsive to conventional treatment.
Deliverables, in order of priority, will be:
1. Safety and efficacy data in a phase 1111 trial in ten patients with irreversible severe laryngeal stenosis/malacia;

2. Refined GMP production processes and standard operating procedures for a tissue-engineered partial laryngeal
replacement implant;
3. New pathways for reverse translation involving complex stem cell product trials;
4. Economic and business modelling of manufacture and clinical delivery of complex regenerative products developed for
orphan indications.
Specific objectives will be:
Months 1-12, Optimisation of recruitment strategies, preparation of final trial documentation, PSF; final testing of production
process, QC/RC, bioreactor construction; REC/R&D/CTA approvals
Months 13-20, Recruitment, Intervention, Monitoring
Months 21-44, Follow-up, Continuous improvement of production processes; Use of tissue/blood data by discovery science
partners to develop and test hypotheses on behaviour of human stem cells and scaffolds in vivo in man.
Months 45-50, Analysis, Reporting, commercialisation and/or phase Ill trial plans; reverse translational grant applications.
Summary

Describe the proposed research in simple terms in a way that could be publicised to a general audience.
The larynx protects the airway during swallowing, regulates breathing, and permits voice: all fundamental human functions.
Over 2000 UK patients lose laryngeal function due to trauma or cancer annually and need to spend a lot of time at or in
hospitals. 1300 NHS patients a year have their larynx removed entirely. Conventional treatments for these patients leave
many with substantial problems talking, swallowing and breathing. For example, the use of combined chemotherapy and
radiotherapy for laryngeal cancer results in hoarseness and painful swallowing and can even render the larynx completely
disabled. However, if we could accurately replace the normal contours and structure of the larynx, for example by using a
living tissue-engineered replacement, the quality of life (and in some cases survival) of these patients would be
transformed. In this project we build on some well-publicised successes in replacing the windpipes of adults and children to
deliver a laryngeal reconstruction product made from the patient's own stem cells and a laryngeal scaffold prepared, with
appropriate permissions, from transplant donors. Our goal is thereby to produce a safe, effective and reasonably therapy
suitable for routine NHS use, resulting in improved quality of life for patients and carers.
The product will be a partial laryngeal replacement construct, composed of a a human donor scaffold from which all donor
cells have been chemically stripped. This means that the implant will not get rejected, like normal transplants, and so
patients do not need immunosuppressant medication, with all the side effects that would entail. Based on extensive
laboratory work, we are able to turn the patient's stem cells into cartilage-producing cells to give natural strength to the
product, and also produce a replacement mucous membrane to line the inside, just like a normal larynx. Similar technology
worked well for our adult and child windpipe recipients treated for life-saving reasons. To perform this work, we need a
further years' preparation for a clinical trial, which will then follow ten implanted patients for two years in order to
demonstrate to the regulatory authorities that the product is both safe and effective. This will, in turn, allow us to apply to
use the technology routinely in the NHS and to market it to bring in much needed funds to our hospitals. Since this is the
first stem-cell based organ replacement to enter clinical trials to our knowledge, this project has far-reaching 'path-finding'
implications for other related organ replacements such as those for oesophagus and lung. Even more value will be

obtainec;:l from this work by developing ways of studying cells and tissues in man in trials like this so that we can learn as
much about the underlying science of stem cells and tissue repair as possible. Finally, we will study the detailed economics
of moving treatments like this into routine healthcare, and determine the most cost-effective ways this can be managed, as
well as making sure that any new inventions bring in as much finance as possible to the UK.
Technical Summary
There are no satisfactory conventional solutions for patients with end-stage laryngeal stenosis, which can result from
trauma or after cancer resection. This has profound impacts on quality of life, especially swallowing, breathing and talking.
Based on our 'first-in-human' successes with tracheal implants1 ,2, we developed an autologous stem cell and biologic
scaffold based partial laryngeal implant to correct severe structural disorders. In preclinical studies, this was biocompatible
in rats, and safe and effective in pigs (human cells in immunosuppressed animals). We have developed robust processes
for production of cells, scaffold, bioreactor and implant within our fully Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) licensed cell
therapy facility. UCLH hosts the national airway service, which has the largest pool of potential recipients in Europe, and
skilled clinical staff.
We propose a 50 months' project to encompass a phase 1/lla clinical trial of customized stem cell based laryngeal implants
in ten patients with severe laryngeal stenosis who have exhausted conventional therapeutic options, and with two years'
follow-up.
Milestones will be:
1. Obtain necessary authorisations, and perform first implant
2. Complete recruitment and submit processes for IP assessment
3. First two patients attain 6- and 12-month efficacy targets; cost-reduction achieved
4. Completion of follow-up, reporting to MRC and MHRA and publication in high impact journal
Academic Beneficiaries
Describe who will benefit from the research
To our knowledge, and despite several promising case-reports, this will be the first formal clinical trial of a stem-cell based
organ-replacement. Thus, it will provide a level of insight into the real clinical potential for such technologies not previously
possible. Through validated functional measures of success/failure over two years' of follow-up, we will determine safety
and potential efficacy of an autologous stem-cell based tissue replacement advanced therapeutic medicinal product
(ATMP). We will collect data for study by discovery science partners, which will help develop and test hypotheses on the
scientific basis of success/failure, and on the behaviour of human stem cells and scaffolds in man. In turn, these will form
the basis of discovery and translational grant applications and product improvement. The results will have wide implications
for the development of hollow organ-replacements such as those for oesophagus, lung, bowel and vascular disorders.
Critically, we also will focus on developing new approaches to reverse translation that will maximise the knowledge and
discovery gain from observing the behaviour of cells, stem cells and biological scaffolds (approximating to extracellular
matrix) in vivo in man, the "experimental animal of the 21st Century".
Communications Plan
Please outline your plans for engagement, communication and dissemination about your research and its outcomes with the
research community and, where appropriate, with potentially interested wider audiences
The investigators regularly speak at public meetings; most lectures at UCL are open to the public by constitution. We will
support the BSA National Science and Engineering Week.
We will deliver at least one high impact (NEJM, Lancet) and at least three medium impact papers (Biomaterials, Stem
Cells}.
We will present at relevant international conferences (TERM IS, ISSCR).
In addition to a dedicated web page, we will maintain updates on Research Fish, and relevant patient group websites (e.g.
Ourairaway.com). PPI group will participate in open meetings and guide public dissemination. The trial will be registered on

the UKCRN portfolio, and feedback to NIHR will be via evidENT
Exploitable knowledge will be identified and presented at the project meetings prior to any public disclosure/s and the
.applicants will work with UCLB to pursue appropriate protection on such knowledge.
MAB in particular, and in partnership with our dynamic PPI group, will continue to engage the public at events such as
Science Cafes, public dialogues and related events, to explain emerging areas such as stem cells, regenerative surgery
and tissue engineering.
This is high profile work and has in the past received a lot of attention from World and UK media, including BBC and CNN.
Such contact will be managed by a system set up by PI Birchall whereby both UCL and UCLH/Royal Free media teams
receive regular reports and early on develop a media management strategy. This will be communicated also to the MRC
media office who will be invited to contribute. Only reputable outlets will be engaged at any time. The goal is responsible
reporting, with attempts to highlight any clinical breakthroughs whilst appropriately limiting public expectations. Although it
is not possible to prevent individual patients and their immediate circle approaching the media themselves, by close
involvement of the patients, with our PPI group's assistance, such 'less controlled' activity may be at least anticipated if not
directed in a helpful and ethical direction.
Impact Summary
Impact Summary (please refer to the help for guidance on what to consider when completing this section) [up to 4000 chars]
Who benefits?
2000 UK patients p.a. lose laryngeal function due to trauma or cancer. The main immediate non-academic beneficiaries will
be UK patients, their carers and relatives.
In the immediate term, other beneficiaries are both academic and commercial: clinicians, scientists .and enginee'rs working
in the multidisciplinary environment of regenerative medicine and its robust application to the clinic, life scientists in the field
of stem cells and tissue engineering who want to obtain new ways of studying the human organism, and those working at
the biotech interface. In the immediate term, benefit will also accrue to the employed researchers, and then the wider UK
and international academic communities, public and private education and healthcare sectors, and industry, in which they
will be employed.
In the medium- to long-term, beneficiaries include the wider pool of patients with airway disorders, clinicians, the NHS and
industry, and ultimately the international healthcare market and needy patients worldwide. Finally, through public
engagement, the UK public will also benefit. Also in the longer-term, and if the technology sees it through to
commercialisation, University College, London, our host hospital Trusts and the UK economy will benefit. Persons trained
in this programme form an invaluable, multidisciplinary reservoir of human resource to help drive and guide the growing
RegenMed industry in the UK.
How will they benefit?
The research will have a direct impact on UK health and wealth. The health benefits will come from facilitating UK
regenerative medicine by developing the next generation of technologies for the 3d Scaffold and cells growth,
characterisation, monitoring and tracking stem cells for clinical applications but also by providing the necessary
translational skills to enable the research to directly impact upon the clinic. The outputs will be disseminated widely to all
the stakeholder. The ultimate benefit of the research will be a step-change in the production of 3D cell-based scaffold
including going from the existing 'open systems' with their reliance on the skill of the operator and a very large manual
component towards a closed automatable system. Furthermore, success in this single application will substantially de-risk
the field of 3-D tissue-engineered product development by other academic groups and commercial partners.
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Whilst the research will concentrate on exploring safety and efficacy of laryngeal replacement implants with immediate
outputs at clinical and technology levels, the overall benefits will be far wider and will ultimately impact upon patients with a
wide range of organ and tissue replacement needs, such as adults and children with oesophageal and bowel disorders
(related hollow organs).
As the research is at the interface between the physical, biological and clinical and management sciences, it offers unique
opportunities for training in multidisciplinary research to employed researchers, which will equip them with new skills and
give them essential experience for research or related jobs in academia, education, healthcare, and the emerging
advanced therapies industry.
What will be done to ensure that they benefit?
We will deliver our Impact Plan through robust, milestone driven and quality controlled management systems, tested by
both application to other trials by our highly experienced trials team, and in first-in-human compassionate patients where
we demonstrated proof-of-principle of our technology.
We will provide high-quality, tailored and mentored, training to the post-doctoral researchers at the interface between the
physical, biological and medical sciences. We have a very strong track record in this arena.
We work seamlessly with UCL Business to explore the potential market for a Regen VOX technology and any potential
spin-offs. We embed herein a highly important stream to map out pathways to commercialisation of complex ATMPs.
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For this phase 1/11 clinical trial, ten consenting patients conforming to entry criteria will be drawn
from those presenting to the London Airway Service based at UCLH NHS Foundation Trust.
Inclusion criteria are patients aged 18-65years' old with severe (Myer-Cotton Grade 3/4)
laryngotracheal stenosis who have exhausted conventional therapies. Due to

th~

small number,

we cannot guarantee equal numbers of male and female participants; in practice, 70% of patients
with these problems are female. We anticipate a range of ethnic backgrounds, reflecting our
referral patterns.
Recruitment will be by a specialist nurse and a trained patient (from PPI group) jointly, using REGapproved consenting.
Exclusion criteria are:
1. Pregnant or lactating women.

2. Those unable to provide informed consent.
3. Severe chronic pulmonary problems, as determined by an independent expert respiratory

physician
3. Patients with active/uncontrolled chronic inflammatory conditions such as Wegener's and

sarcoid as determined by an independent rheumatologist
4. Any previous cancer within 1o years (except basal cell carcinoma of the skin, adequately

treated carcinoma-in-situ of the uterine cervix or locally treated laryngeal carcinoma without
spread)
5. Other co-existing medical condition such that life expectancy is less than two years

Procedures to be performed are, firstly, a day-case, general anaesthetic (GA), retrieval of bone
marrow and bronchoscopic bronchial epithelial cells for culture and differentiation as part of the
finished implant and, secondly, a general anaesthetic operation via the neck to remove scar tissue
and replace with the implant. Cells surplus to requirements will be stored for later study, as will
those taken by cytology brushings and biopsy at follow-up flexible, day-case bronchoscopies
performed at six time points over the ensuing two years of follow-up. The UCL Biobank (Director
Co-l Lowdell} is fully equipped and accredited for the purposes of storing and retrieving such
samples for discovery research and therapeutic use.
Animal Research

/Would the project involve the use of vertebrate animals or other organisms covered
by the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act?
If yes, what would be the severity of the procedures?

Yes

No/'

Mild
Mode
rate
Subst
antial

Please provide details of any areas of substantial or moderate severity:

Animal Species
Does the proposed research involve the use of non-human primates?

Yes

/'No

Does the proposed research involve the use of dogs?

Yes

/'No

Does the proposed research involve the use of cats?

Yes

/'No

Does the proposed research involve the use of equidae?

Yes

/'No

Please select any other species of animals that are to be used in the proposed research.
Fish

Rabbit

Amphibian

Cow

Reptile

Pig

Bird

Sheep

Rat

Poultry

Mouse
Other Rodent
Guinea Pig

Genetic and Biological Risk

Would the project involve the production and/or use of genetically modified animals?
If yes, will the genetic modification be used as an experimental tool, e.g., to study the function of
a gene in a genetically modified organism?
And will the research involve the release of genetically modified organisms?
And will the research be aimed at the ultimate development of commercial or industrial
genetically modified products or processes?
Would the project involve the production and/or use of genetically modified plants?
If yes, will the genetic modification be used as an experimental tool, e.g., to study the function of
a gene in a genetically modified organism?
And will the research involve the release of genetically modified organisms?
And will the research be aimed at the ultimate development of commercial or industrial
genetically modified products or processes?
Would the project involve the production and/or use of genetically modified microbes?
If yes, will the genetic modification be used as an experimental tool, e.g., to study the function of
a gene in a genetically modified organism?
And will the research involve the release of genetically modified organisms?
And will the research be aimed at the ultimate development of commercial or industrial
genetically modified products or processes?

Implications
Are there ethical implications arising from
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.{ No
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.{ No
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.{ No
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.{ No
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.{ No
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.{ No
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.{ No
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.{ No

Yes

.{ No

Yes
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the proposed research?
Provide details of what they are and how they would be addressed [up to 1000 characters]

Approvals

[Have the following necessary approvals been given by:
The Regional Multicentre Research Ethics Committee
(MREC) or Local Research Ethics Committee (LREC)?
The Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority?

Not

Yes

No./

Yes

No

required
Not
required./
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The Home Office (in relation to personal and project

Yes

No

The Gene Therapy Advisory Committee?

Yes

No

The UK Xenotransplantation Interim Regulatory Authority?

Yes

No

Yes

No

MHRA

Yes

NoI'

NHS R&D

Yes

NoI'

licences, and certificates of designation)?

Administration of Radioactive Substances Advisory
Committee (ARSAC)?
Other bodies as appropriate? Please specify.

Not
requiredl'
Not
required I'
Not
required I'
Not
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OTHER INFORMATION
Reviewers
1
IName
Dr Peter Belafsky

Address
UC Davis Health
System

Town

Email Address

Sacramento

peterb@ucdvoice.org

Area of Expertise
Relationship with
Reviewer
Airway expert with interest in regenerative medicine; published on
Reason for Reviewer

outcomes of airway surgery; recent research into MSC for tongue
paralysis; PhD in epidemiology.

Reviewers
2
JName

Address

Dr Tracy Grikscheit

Pediatric Surgery

Town
Childrens Hospital Los

Email Address
tgrikscheit@chla.usc.e

Angeles

du

Area of Expertise
Relationship with
Reviewer
Developing tissue-engineered bowel replacements for children; familiar
Reason for Reviewer

with the challenges of developing complex hollow organ ATMPs and their
use with stem cells

Reviewers
3
JName
Dr Anthony Atala

Address
Richard H Dean
Biomedical Building

Town
Winston Salem

Email Address
aatala@wakehealth.ed
u

Area of Expertise
Relationship with
Reviewer
Reason for Reviewer

Father of surgical tissue engineering with over 12 years' experience of
clinical trials for bladder replacement in children
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Dr. Jonathan Pearce
Translational Programme Manager
Medical Research Council
141h Floor, 1 Kemble St
London WC2B 4AN
Dear Jonathan,
Re: Birchall et al., RegenVOX, MRIK017292/1: response to reviewers' feedback.

Please find uploaded the above application to DPFS/DCS as requested and in approved format. With
respect to the specific points raised by referees to the preliminary application, please see responses
below. In addition, the panel wished to know about our consideration of competing technologies, and
especiaffy the FP? project NEOtrachea. Our response to this is in contained section 4 of the main
form.
1. Reviewer 1 (1-105Q06): no comments to address.
2. Reviewer 2 (1-ZVIYE): The proposal wiff follow-on sequentially from the two years of
RegenVOX1 (late preclinical studies).
3. Reviewer 3 (1-ZYJSF): No comments to address.
4. Reviewer 4 (1-ZVJSH):
Quality, point 1. Recruitment wiff be over 8 months and is feasible as demonstrated in the full
proposal (6.13); we have increased detail surrounding the primary outcome measure (6.2); deaths
are not expected in this sample of patients and we are not expecting to lose any patients (drop-outs)
during the follow-up period. If loss or deaths do occur, the patient will be replaced from a list of
identified, willing patients conforming to entry criteria. Since 90% of problems in airway reconstruction
occur during the first six months, it is unlikely that foffow-up time would have to be extended by more
than three months, and then likely only for one patient, which could be accommodated within present
costs (no cost extension).
Quality, point 3. These patients are used to frequent travelling and repeated, strenuous rounds of
investigation and treatment, similar to or more intense than that proposed here, in order to maintain
their airways and prostheses and some quality of life. Our patient group, not surprisingly therefore,
has not raised the number or type of investigations and visits as a problem. We expand on
optimisation of recruitment strategies in 6.2i.
Research environment. The role of the discovery science consultant Hollander is expanded upon in
the justification for funding paper uploaded. Further details of numbers of complex airway patients are
given in 6.13. The team sees a wide range of patients, but about half cause upper tracheal and
laryngeal stenosis/malacia, of which 60% are traumatic/iatrogenic, 15% inflammatory and 25%
idiopathic.
Impact: Continuous quality improvement and cost reduction form part of milestone 2, and proposed
methods expanded upon (5.1 ). Wider implications for organ and tissue regenerative technologies are
addressed in 4.4 and 7.6.
Ethics: We agree safety and risk are paramount in this project. We wished to keep to a single primary
outcome measure here for simplicity and statistical purposes, and the one selected was determined

Prof Martin Birchall, Professor of laryngology, Consultant Head and Neck Surgeon
Royal National Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital, 330 Gray's Inn Road, London, WC1X 8DA
Tel: 0207 915 1308
Fax: 0207 833 9480
E mail: m.birchall@ucl.ac.uk
PA: a.oliphant@ucl.ac.uk

F eedbac:V~ to referees

by patients and clinicians together. However, safety remains a key outcome measure and will be
monitored intensely by our Independent DMC.
5. Reviewer 5 (1-ZVJSI)
Quality. Point 1. Based on the outcomes of research in the MRC funded 'Regen VOX 1' project, the
product herein is based entirely on biologic scaffolds.
Point 2. Serum levels of anti-scaffold donor antibodies will be assessed immediately pre-implantation
and at 6, 12, 18 and 24 months post-implantation (See schedule, Table 1). Donor HLA profile will be
supplied by NHS Blood and Transplant per protocol.
Point 3. The autologous epithelial cells used will be those that proliferate in vitro from airway biopsies.
These all are basal cells (keratin 14/5+), but we several primary human samples in air-liquid interface
cultures also showed characteristic differentiation into ciliated and Clara cells. Thus, we deliberately
call our starting cells 'progenitors' as they proliferate and have in vitro multi-potency, but we accept
that cannot be rigorously defined as 'stem cells' presently.
Point 4. The pre-clinical work supporting the product specifications for our clinical tracheal implants
demonstrated that MSC and MSCC do not survive the prolonged exposure to media required for
growth of airways epithelial cells. However, we consistently maintained primary cultures of airway
epithelia cells on decellularised tracheal scaffold after transfer to media which support MSC growth
and differentiation. These data were replicated in vitro and in vivo in pigs using human cells on
decellularised hemilarynx. Our SOPs for GMP manufacture describe the isolation and expansion of
primary autologous airway epithelial cells and their seeding onto decellularised human larynx. After
adherence and further ex-vivo expansion on the scaffold within our disposable bioreactor for 2-3
days, the medium is changed and the scaffolds seeded with expanded MSC/MSCC. MSC/MSCC
adherence, ingress and additional proliferation occur over 2-3 days. Our ex-vivo culture, GLP porcine
and clinical tracheal implant work show that epithelial cells survive this additional period well.
Point 5. Selection criteria have been clarified in section 6.2
Point 6. A key part of this proposal is the determination of ways of maximising discovery science
opportunities. It may be possible to supplement brushings with biopsies in well-healed patients, and in
all cases blood samples will be taken and all samples stored in the UCL biobank (Director, Co-l
Lowdell). The material will be studied by discovery science partners once appropriate hypotheses
have been developed and proposals accepted by the PMG, however an possible example that we are
presently exploring under separate funding is the use of superparamagnetic nanoparticles to trace
cell fate.
Point 7. We will store a range of sizes of larynx to ensure best fit. Desired size and shape will be
assessed using CT reconstructions and endoscopy.
Point 8. The term laryngotracheal profile has been withdrawn.
Environment. We have no conflicts to declare.
Ethics. Eligible patients will be any patient who would normally qualify for NHS treatment, without
socioeconomic restriction. There will be no costs to participants and we request only those costs
which are in excess of those normally expected to manage patients with these disorders.
Resources. Sandhu is now a Co-l with costs included. Sandhu and Birchall will jointly be responsible
for clinical care of these patients, who will spend two weeks in hospital, and two nights
postoperatively in HDU.
Many thanks for your attentions,
Yours sincerely
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Martin Birchall, MD, FRCS, F MedSci
Professor of Laryngology and Consultant ENT Surgeon
UCLand UCLH
Prof Martin Birchall, Professor of Laryngology, Consultant Head and Neck Surgeon
Royal National Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital, 330 Gray's Inn Road. London, WC1X 80A
Tel: 0207 915 1308
Fax: 0207 833 9480
E mail: m.birchall@ucl.ac.uk
PA: a.oliphantcwucl.ac.uk
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Section 1: Project Summary

1.2 Technical Summary (max 2000 characters} [same as Je-S Technical Summary]
There are no satisfactory conventional solutions for patients with end-stage laryngeal
stenosis, which can result from trauma or after cancer resection. This has profound impacts
on quality of life, especially swallowing, breathing and talking. Based on our 'first-in-human'
successes with tracheal implants 1 ' 2 , we developed an autologous stem cell and biologic
scaffold based partial laryngeal implant to correct severe structural disorders. In preclinical
studies, this was biocompatible in rats, and safe and effective in pigs (human cells in
immunosuppressed animals). We have developed robust processes for production of cells,
scaffold, bioreactor and implant within our fully Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) licensed
cell therapy facility. UCLH hosts the national airway service, which has the largest pool of
potential recipients in Europe, and skilled clinical staff.

We propose a 50 months' project to encompass a phase 1/IIa clinical trial of customized
stem cell based laryngeal implants in ten patients with severe laryngeal stenosis who have
exhausted conventional therapeutic options, and with two years' follow-up.
Milestones will be:
1. Obtain necessary authorisations, and perform first implant
2. Complete recruitment and submit processes for IP assessment
3. First two patients attain 6- and 12-month efficacy targets; cost-reduction achieved
4. Completion of follow-up, reporting to MRC and MHRA and publication in high impact
journal
Specific aims will be:
Months 1-12, Optimisatiol'l of recruitment strategies, preparation of final trial documentation,
PSF; final testing of production process, QC/RC, bioreactor construction; REC/R&D/CTA
approvals
Months 13-20, Recruitment, Intervention, Monitoring
Months 21-44, Follow-up, Continuous improvement of production processes; Use of
tissue/blood data by discovery science partners to develop and test hypotheses on behaviour
of human stem cells and scaffolds in vivo in man.
Months 45-50, Analysis, Reporting, commercialisation and/or phase III trial plans; reverse
translational rant a lications.

Section 2: Investigator Details
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Section 4: Need and Proposed Solution
4.1

What is the health, clinical or product development need you are seeking to
address? (max 150 words)
Conventional solutions to advanced structural disorders of the larynx are a major unmet
medical need 3 . The larynx protects the airway during swallowing, regulates breathing, and
permits voice: all fundamental human functions. Over 2000 UK patients p.a. lose laryngeal
function due to trauma or cancer4 • Patients with these problems require frequent
hospitalisation. 1300 NHS patients p.a. require full or partial laryngectomy. Conventional
treatment is sub-optimal for many: 'organ-preservation' treatments have high morbidity,
mortality, and can leave a functionless larynx resulting in significant disability. However, a
regenerative-medicine solution using a living tissue-engineered replacement could transform
their functional outcome (replacing vocal cord with vocal cord instead of scar) and in some
cases even avoiding the need for a total laryngectomy. The goal is to advance a safe,
clinically efficacious and cost effective therapy suitable for routine NHS use, resulting in
improved quality of life for patients and carers, whilst reducing overall costs.

4.2

What is your proposed solution to this need and how long will it take to develop?
(max 150 words)
The product will be a partial laryngeal replacement construct, composed of a decellularised
human donor scaffold re-seeded with autologous mesenchymal stem cell derived
chondrocytes externally and autologous mucosal-derived epithelial cell sheets internally.
Preclinical development, funded by MRC TSCRC, is highly advanced and we have achieved
proof-of-principle through compassionate-use tracheal implants using similar technology.
However to complete the development, we need a further year of trial preparation plus 32
months of recruitment and follow-up and a final six months of data analysis and reporting.
Parallel streams will be reverse translation hypothesis generation, cost of goods analysis and
business modelin .
4.3

Who are the end us:ers ofyourproposed solution, how many ofthem are there,
and what benefits does your solution provide them? (max 2 50 words)
Conventional solutions to advanced structural disorders of the larynx are sub-optimal.
Patients with these problems require frequent hospitalisation. Of the 2000 people p.a. with
laryngeal cancer in the UK 4 , 800 undergo local resection leaving permanent defects in the
vocal cords and hoarseness. The 500 most advanced cases have their larynx removed
completely. The remainder undergoes chemoradiotherapy which achieves good cure rates,
but has high morbidity, 5% mortality, and can leave a functionless larynx. There are a
further 200 patients p.a. with equally severe problems due to trauma or chronic
inflammation. A regenerative solution providing anatomical restoration of the larynx would
improve the results of resection (e.g. by replacing vocal cord with vocal cord instead of
scar), avoid some laryngectomies, and lower the threshold for selecting surgery over chemoradiotherapy, thus reducing morbidity. For many patients, adequate breathing is only
possible via a tracheostomy (tube/hole in the neck), which severely affects quality of life,
especially speaking and swallowing, and is costly to maintain. Our solution provides a onceonly therapy of a life-time functional living replacement, allowing patients to lead
tracheostomy-free lives, without repeated visits to hospital for laser and other maintenance
treatment. They will have improved breathing, swallowing and speech. By deliberately
developing the replacement larynx to be manufactured at an economically viable cost of
goods (through ongoing discussions with NICE and hospital trusts), overall healthcare costs
will be reduced. Patients and carers will be able to retain jobs, and thus both groups may
contribute positively to UK society and wealth.

4.4

Are there further needs that could be addressed by your proposed solution
and/or by components of your proposed solution (i.e. is it a platform
technology)? (max 100 words)

2.2 Co-lnvestigators,[same as Je-S Co-Investigators] ,
Name,
lnstitute/OrganisationfC~mpany
'
Mark LOWDELL
UCL
Sam JANES
UCL
Alex SEIFALIAN
UCL
Chris MASON
UCL
Gareth AMBLER
UCL
Anthony HOLLANDER
University of Bristol
Tahera ANSARI
Northwick Park Institute for Medical Research
Guri SANDHU
UCL
Anne SCHILDER
UCL
Susan TEBBS
UCL

2.4 Collaborators
Name
Kelly CHAPMAN
Reza NOURAEI

Institute/Organisation/Company
Ourairaway.com patient group
London Airway Service

Section 3: Host Institute Technology Transfer Office Contact

'
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This will be the first formal clinical trial of a stem-cell based organ replacement (as opposed
to the few patients who have been treated on a named-patient basis5 ). Thus, it will provide a
level of insight into the real clinical potential for stem cell/tissue engineering combined
technologies. The results will have wide implications for the development of hollow organreplacements such as those for oesophagus, bowel and vascular disorders. We will also
develop new pathways for maximising discovery science and health economic benefit from
complex regenerative medicine therapies (a reverse translational route map), with important
generic benefits for scientists and clinicians.

Section 4: Need - Competitiveness
4.5 Who (in academia or industry) is developing/has d,eveloped,competing
solutions? (max 75 words)
The Kyoto-Fukushima group (Omori, Sato 6 •7 ) have used synthetic scaffolds to achieve partial
laryngeal replacement. Based on work performed by the Paris-Lille group (Marquette,
Martinod 8 •9 ) with preserved homograft aorta, the Boston group (Zeitels 10 ) have used similar
technology for partial laryngeal replacement. The Strasbourg group (Debry 11 •12 ) is using a
metal device for total laryngeal replacement. The Karolinska group has published on the
decellularisation of the larynx and is experienced in tracheal replacement 13 .

4.6 What are the competing solutions and what is their developmental status? (max
75words)
The Kyoto- Fukushima group used polypropylene mesh to replace part of the larynx in one
patient (2008 6 ), and reported a coated polypropylene construct in animals (2010 7 ). Zeitels,
homograft solution is localised to one centre and is not in clinical trials (2012 10 ). Debry's
ENTegral metal (titanium 11 ) valved implant, patented by ProTip is in clinical trials in France
for laryngectomy patients (2012 12 ). Karolinska group has not progressed work on the larynx
since 2010 13 , and has leadership problems.

4. 7

What are the shortcomings of competing solutions and what-is the advantage of
your proposed solution? (max 150 words)

The Boston group's aortic allografts (non-living) do not replicate the contours of a normal larynx
10
(required for acceptable voice and swallowing outcomes, about which their report is vague ), an
essential prerequisite for a transformative therapy and one our living technology through its
innate ability to remodel does possess. They also do not regenerate cartila~e in tracheal
9
reconstruction (lower structural integrity 8 · ) and epithelial re-growth is slow8 · (clinically
unfavourable). In our preclinical experiments, cartilage regeneration was observed and epithelial
re-growth swift and complete, including over the replaced vocal cords. The Japanese and
Strasbourg solutions are based on conventional materials used in reconstructive surgery
6 11 12
(polypropylene, titanium ·7 · · }. History repeatedly has shown such materials to integrate poorly
14
into airways and propagate infection . Our principle advantage is that the once-only therapy is
regenerative and not an inferior substitution requiring a life-time of maintenance and/or early
failure. None of these potentially competing solutions are truly regenerative.

Laryngeal replacement is an
will result in an overall lower cost

nTT<;>nran
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10

homografts e.g. Cryolite, USA ), the technology lacks the necessary performance that will
transform patients lives whilst having the potential for significant complications including needing
expensive stenting. We estimate (based on our tissue-engineered airway first-in-man studies)
that our non-optimised product preparation is in the order of £20,000. However, our cost of
goods will reduce with technological improvements likely to be generated by this project.
Milestone 2 sees us reducing costs by a minimum of 25% through continuous improvement
techniques, giving_ even better cost-benefit Q_erformance.
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Section 5: Rationale and Evidence
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The approach is based on the technology developed by a number of members of the team to
produce living tissue-engineered airways. RegenVox includes the leader of the team which
implanted the first stem-cell based airway replacement 2 • This has been followed by similar
implants in children, all for compassionate reasons 1 . In the reported patient, a 4.5cm
decellularised human tracheal scaffold was repopulated with autologous epithelial cells and
chondrocytes of mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) origin. At four year follow-up (unpublished),
she is well with normal lung function and a healthy graft. Our first child patient has reached
30 months post-implantation and is at school and growing normally with no regular clinical
intervention 1 . His graft vascularised quickly and had normal epithelium by eight months
(Fig.8). A second child underwent a successful implant in 2011, but died of non-graft related
causes soon afterwards. Her graft was healthy and vascular at time of death, however and,
importantly, her case afforded an opportunity to 'field-test' the GMP procedures, protocols
and quality control measures included in the present project (paper in preparation). These
'first-in-human' successes demonstrate that such constructs have therapeutic potential, but
as these were urgent, compassionate use applications, the method was applied before all the
necessary regulatory preclinical work had been completed. However, the technology had not
been extended to produce larynx.

: .

Based on our clinical successes and non-GMP/GLP pre-clinical data 19' 20 , in an MRC-TSCRC
funded project, we developed a stem-cell based laryngeal implant (RegenVOX) that was
demonstrated to be safe and effective in GLP (Good Laboratory Practice) studies. We
produced standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the clinical preparation and seeding of
human MSC and MSC-derived chondrocytes (MSCC) on scaffolds and have developed
customised disposable bioreactors (Fig.6) as well as GMP transport and storage processes.
We determined the optimal source of autologous epithelial cells (bronchial, Fig.4a), and
prepared SOPs for seeding these onto scaffolds (Fig.4b). We developed a new, very fast,
effective method for laryngeal decellularisation (Fig.S) and results proved safe and
biologically inert in rats and pigs (Fig. 7).
Meetings with MHRA determined that the appropriate model for work leading to a Clinical
Trials Authorisation (CTA) would be human cells in immunosuppressed pigs. We gave 16 ptgs
seeded laryngeal implants (Fig.7b). Animal survival to 2 months was 81%. Decellularised
scaffolds showed mild inflammatory responses, but, importantly, clear evidence of
remodelled cartilage (Fig.7e; unlike aortic allografts, see above). In all, endoluminal repair
was excellent with glandular and interstitial regrowth (Fig. 7e). Computerised tomographic
(CT, Fig.7c) scans showed patent airways. Human cells were identifiable at the implant site
for four weeks (Fig.7d). Thus, we have shown biocompatibility, safety and efficacy in pigs.
As part of the same MRC funded project, we developed SOPs for MSC immunophenotyping
(QC/RC), preparation, isolation and ex vivo expansion of mesenchymal stromal cells from
haematopoetic progenitor cells prepared from marrow (HPC-M) and seeding of MSC on
laryngeal scaffolds. We have sourced GMP compliant/qualified reagents for all stages of
production, and Draft Batch Manufacturing Record sheets have been developed. These SOPs
and records were field-tested during production of the implant for the second child described
above, permitting further refinement and demonstration of utility in the clinic. All of this
documentation will form part of the Product Specification File to be submitted to MHRA early
in the present project and means we are very well placed to secure CTA at the milestone
proposed.
In comparative studies, epithelial cells of bronchial origin were superior to those of nasal
origin in terms of cellular proliferation and their ability to differentiate into ciliated and goblet
cells. The cultures achieve confluence with formation of tight-junctions in air-liquid interface
cultures and on decellularised laryngeal tissue (Fig.4a). A protocol is now in place that can
deliver the cell number re uired within four weeks of bronchial bio s
latin . Cells can be

·
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stored in liquid nitrogen and re-expanded if required without loss in proliferative capacity.
We found that we were able to substantially accelerate the process of decellularisation by
using a variable pressure based method allowing for removal of all nuclear material within
the overlaying muscle and cartilage over a 7 day period (Fig.S). The technique preserved
anatomy, including critically the vocal cords, and biomechanical strength including the
structural integrity of the collagen in a quarter of the time taken by conventional protocols
such as that published by the Karolinska group above. Both the muscle and cartilage was
assessed individually and showed that <50ng/mg DNA remained at the end of the process,
whilst 60% GAG retention was observed compared with native larynx. Again, this method
was successfully field tested in the production of a robust, easily recellularised, tracheal graft
for the second child above. After four weeks subcutaneous implantation of non-recellularised
laryngeal scaffold prepared in this way in rats, only mild inflammatory responses were
observed not amounting to clinical concern and with no evidence of rejection (Fig.7a).
We have developed a bioreactor system which comprises a non-disposable central
monitoring core connected to disposable bioreactors for individual products. These are
customised for the recellularisation of the laryngeal implants herein and disposability
facilitates GMP process standards and reduces costs (Fig.6).
We have performed a highly detailed healthcare and manufacturing economic analysis of the
entire process of treating patients on a one-off basis using tissue-engineered airway
produced using the same underpinning platform technology as this application. We have
investigated the complete process by breaking it into a number of discrete but interacting
components: 1] Cell harvesting, 2] Donor graft decellularisation and tracheal graft creation,
3] MSC expansion, 4] Surgical implantation, and 5] Aftercare. We plan to use the same
approach for the RegenVOX project. The data we have collected from the tissue-engineered
airway work and analysed (n=3) has enabled us to produce extremely accurate costings for
the present proposal. It will also provide a unique baseline for the health economics and
commercialisation studies needed for RegenVOX if we are to meet our goal of a safe,
clinically efficacious and cost effective therapy that can be routinely deployed in the NHS.
The overall aim is to produce a transformative therapy whilst reducing the overall cost of
patient care to the NHS - aims that from our prior economic analysis would appear
achievable. We will also use the data to secure sustainability for the long-term availability of
the therapy either through licensing to a commercial organization or via imbedded NHS GMP
units. We will use quality improvement techniques, including critical path analysis, PDSA
(plan-do-study-act) cycles and root-cause analysis to incrementally improve efficiency of
production and clinical processes and, critically, to reduce cost (Milestone 3).
In summary, our safety, efficacy, histology data, and published clinical success suggest that
we are perfectly placed to proceed to the next logical translational step, a phase I/II clinical
trial of stem-cell based partial laryngeal implants based on decellularised scaffolds in needy
patients.
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Section 6: Deliverability- Objective and Approach
6.1 What is the project's primary objective/deliverable? In the case of applications
from MRC Institutes and Units, applicants need to describe how the proposed
research builds on, but is distinct from, their agreed quinquennial programme of
research. (max 100 words)
The primary objective of this study is the timely delivery of a Phase I/11 (safety and early
indicator of efficacy) clinical trial of stem-cell based, tissue-engineered laryngeal implants in
patients with severe irreversible structural disorders of the larynx unresponsive to
conventional treatment. Deliverables will be: 1. GMP product production processes for a
tissue-engineered partial laryngeal replacement implant; 2. Safety and efficacy data in a
phase 1/II trial in ten patients; 3. Economic and business modeling (orphan indication) for
the complete process of producing and implanting the constructs; .4. New pathways for
reverse translation involvin c;:om lex stem cell roduct trials.

6.. 2 What is the project's starting pointand whatap.proach is proposed to reach the
objective? Why ~ave you chosen this approach over alternatives? How have you
engaged et)d-users andjordownstre(lm inh~r1llediariesin the development of
your plan? For clinical stu(lies~ please includ~.odetails of arid ratiouale for (1)
study design, (2)study parth.:ipants~ {3) study endpoints, {4) dose, (5)
anticipated effect size and{6l analysis plans (max 1250 words)
The project's starting point:
This project (Fig.1) is designed to provide a novel, stem cell and tissue engineered, solution
to partial laryngeal replacement in patients following cancer and trauma, an 'orphan' clinical
need which causes considerable loss of quality of life for patients. We start with - the results
of an MRC-TSCRC funded project described above, which demonstrated safety and potential
efficacy in pigs and permitted the development of SOPs for cell, scaffold and construct
production, as well as novel decellularisation and bioreactor technology. We also start with
seminal clinical experience of similar technology applied to one adult and two children with
life-threatening tracheal disorders1•2 • The latter demonstrated proof-of-principle in human
subjects and permitted successful field-testing and incremental improvement in our
protocols, and generated important economic data.
Conventional alternatives:
Laryngeal reconstruction with either flaps or aortic homografts 10 has failed to deliver
satisfactory airways, voice and swallowing, and thus quality of life, for patients with
structural disorders after su
or trauma. For
life is nri'•C:Pir\/P>r1
advanced Ia
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only through the use of tracheostomies, T -tubes or stents, all of which carry sequelae of
infection and discomfort, and possible complications of erosion, blockage and bleeding. Thus
overall quality of life is often low even though the overall cost to the healthcare system, the
patient and their carers is disproportionately high. A solution which avoids such prosthetic
means of maintaining the airway would be highly preferable and also permit effective voice
production and swallowing, all basic elements of human existence. Competitor technologies
are described above and are early very stage, sub-optimal and/or poorly developed: rival
groups are not at our stage of readiness to translate a safe functional product let alone costeffectively.
End-user engagement:
Our product has been developed in collaboration with the London Airway Team. Established
in 2009 by PI Birchall, Co-Applicants Sandhu, Janes, Collaborator Nouraei eta/., this is the
national, and leading international, referral centre for patients with complex disorders of the
larynx and trachea. We have also engaged with Ourairaway.com, a new UK-based airway
disorders patient group established by patients for patients, and including collaborator
Chapman who will also be a member of the Trial Steering Committee {TSC). The MHRA have
been consulted regularly and their advice, together with the expressed views and needs of
patients, has substantially shaped the present application and the work leading up to it.
Phase I/IIa Clinical Trial:
This trial will be run under the management of the new UCL Clinical Trials Unit (Co-l Tebbs),
and will also form a key part of the UCL ENT NIHR Clinical Tr.ials Programme (evidENT, Co-l
Schilder). We have developed and validated clinical outcome measures (Collaborator Nouraei
16 17
• ) and recruitment processes for clinical trials using existing patient cohorts. Statistical
preparation is complete, and a protocol and case record forms (CRF) under development.
Schedule of Activities is shown in Table 1. Key elements of the trial protocol are:

a. Inclusion criteria. Patients aged 18-65y old with severe (Myer-Cotton Grade 3/4) laryngotracheal stenosis, who have exhausted conventional therapies, presenting to the London
Airway Service.
b. Exclusion criteria.
•

Pregnant or lactating women.

•

Those unable to provide informed consent.

•

Severe chronic pulmonary problems as determined by an independent expert
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respiratory physician
•

Patients with active/uncontrolled chronic inflammatory conditions such as Wegener's
and sarcoid as determined by an independent rheumatologist

•

Any previous cancer within 10 years (except basal cell carcinoma of the skin,
adequately treated carcinoma-in-situ of the uterine cervix or locally treated laryngeal
carcinoma without spread)

•

other co-existing medical condition such that life expectancy is less than two years

c. Recruitment. By specialist nurse and a

train~d

patient jointly, REC-approved consenting.

d. Procedures. Procedure 1 is a day-case, general anaesthetic (GA), retrieval of bone marrow
and bronchoscopic bronchial epithelial cells. Procedure 2 is a GA operation via the neck:
access, removal of scar tissue, implantation of implant, temporary tracheostomy, inpatient
care for up to two weeks.
e. Follow-up. See Table 1 for schedule. There will be 2 years' follow-up within project, as
recommended by MHRA, including key Milestones at 6 and 12 months' post-implantation.
These patients are used to frequent travelling and repeated, strenuous rounds of
investigation and treatment, similar to or more intense than that proposed here, in order to
maintain their airways and prostheses and some quality of life. Our patient group, not
surprisingly therefore, has not raised the number or type of investigations and visits as a
problem.
f. Primary outcome measure: Efficacy: attainment of prosthesis-free airway (i.e. lacking
tracheostomy/T-tube/stent) at 12 and 24 months. This will determine 'success or failure' of
the clinical component of the project. Post hoc process analysis will focus on technical
improvements that will feed into a phase III trial ('success') or that may explain 'failure'.
g. Secondary outcome measures: Safety: mortality, morbidity, development of anti-donor
antibodies; Efficacy: time to prosthesis-free airway, narrowest part (CT >70% normal Cotton
1 equiv.), >70% predicted PEFR, flow-volume ratio, effort physiology, symptoms, quality of
life (SF36); Resource use (see below).
h. Power and statistical analysis (Co-l statistician Ambler): Success is defined by the (binary,
yes/no) primary outcome measure above. With ten patients, assuming an 80% success rate
based on preclinical and first-in-human (tracheal) data, the probability of achieving seven or
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more 'successes' is 88%. Descriptive statistics will be used to describe the baseline
characteristics and the secondary outcomes of the patients; means and standard deviations,
and proportions will be used for numerical and categorical variables respectively. The
success rate will be estimated using proportions and a corresponding exact confidence
interval will be calculated. Missing data is not anticipated in this small sample.
i. Patient and public Involvement (PPI). We have established a PPI group with patients from
patient organisation Ourairaway.com. This group will help developed recruitment processes
and literature, contribute to lay summaries and updates; provide communication with patient
groups; provide patient focus to outcome measures; assist in dissemination of the findings
(see below). Optimisation of recruitment strategies will utilise qualitative research
techniques developed by PI Birchall for the CRUK EaStER surgical trial 18 • The research fellow
and PPI group will develop prototype recruitment methodology which will then be applied.
Transcripts of recruitment conversations will be analysed for themes and used for
incremental improvement. A survey of clinician views and beliefs will be carried out by the
research fellow and nurse via the BLA and used to improve referral rates.

The Investigational Medicinal Product
This is a tissue-engineered partial laryngeal implant manufactured as an Advanced Therapy
Medicinal Product (TEP) under our MHRA MA (IMP). Our novel, fast decellularisation protocol
will be used to prepare laryngeal scaffolds from human donor larynxes purchased under an
established contract with NHS Blood and Transplant (NHSBT), following training of retrieval
teams by RegenVOX surgeons. Autologous MSC, MSCC and respiratory epithelial cells will be
produced according to the protocols above and seeded onto the scaffolds within our
dedicated disposable bioreactors, in a system monitored automatically. Following the
successful application of in-process quality control (QC) and release criteria (RC), implants
will be released by the manufacturing GMP laboratory at the Royal Free Hospital to the UCLH
Pharmacy under existing agreements and supplied directly to the operating theatre team for
implantation in the prepared and consented recipient (Fig.2).

6.3

Please identify the extent to which your approach is timely and innovative. For
example, does it push boundaries over and beyond current leading-edge
approaches, or is it applying existing technologies in new areas? (max 100
words)

To our knowledge, this will be the first formal clinical trial of a stem-cell based organreplacement. It will provide a new level of insight into the real clinical and commercial
otential for such technolo ies. Throu h validated functional measures of success/failure
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over 2 years' follow-up, we will determine safety and potential efficacy of a stem-cell based
ATMP. Data released to discovery science partners will help develop and test hypotheses on
the scientific basis of success/failure, and the behavior of human stem cells and scaffolds in
man. In turn, these will inform discovery and translational grant applications and product
improvement.

6.4 Where appropriate, please justify the use of animals or patients and the numbers
of animals, samples, patients, etc tested. (max 150 words)
Efficacy is determined by whether a patient attains prosthesis-free airway (i.e. no
tracheostomy/T-tube/stent) at 6 and 12 months. Success is defined by whether this is
achieved for at least 70% of recruits. With ten patients, the probability of achieving seven or
more 'successes' is 88%. This assumes that each patient has an 80% chance of attaining
prosthesis-free airway, a value based on our preclinical and first-in- human data.
Given seven 'successes', a one-sided 90% confidence interval suggests that success rate is
at least 45%. If eight or nine successes are observed, the lower bound for success rate
becomes 55% or 66% respectively. Deaths and drop-outs are not expected in this sample of
patients. If these do occur, the patient will be replaced from a list of willing patients
conforming to entry criteria.

6.5 What are your plans for disseminating the results of the research? Are there any
restrictions on this dissemination and, if sn, whatare these'? (max 100 words)
The investigators regularly speak at public meetings; most lectures at UCL are open to the
public by constitution. We will support the BSA National Science and Engineering Week.
We will deliver >1 high impact (NEJM, Lancet) and>3 medium impact papers (Biomaterials,
Stem Cells).
We will present at relevant international conferences (TERMIS, ISSCR).
In addition to a dedicated web page, we will maintain updates on ResearchFish, and relevant
patient group websites (e.g. Ourairaway.com). PPI group will participate in open meetings
and guide public dissemination. The trial will be registered on the UKCRN portfolio, and
feedback to NIHR will be via evidENT.
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Section 6: Deliverability- Project and Risk Management
6.6 Who will the project manager be? If already identified, please provide details of
their experience in managing projects similar to that proposed. If not yet
identified, please provide a job specification for the project manager role and
your recruitment strategy. (max 150 words)
Rose Sheridan, a member of the UCL Translational Research Office initially established
through MRC funding, will be the named project manager for RegenVOX. She will draw on
her 20 years industrial and project management experience in Biotechnology and Pharma in
conjunction with experience gained from ongoing Class III medical implant projects at UCL
for which she is currently providing project management support. Additionally, a clinical
trials project manager will be appointed by the UCL CTU (t.b.a.).
PM Sheridan will be the principal interface with MRC. She will ensure timely and
comprehensive reporting, regular liaison and project meetings covering all clinical and nonclinical aspects of the project. She will act to co-ordinate all members of the project team
and ensure they are aware of milestones, meetings and other obligations. She will identify
problems early and notify the PI and Co-Pis so these can be addressed as early as possible.

6. 7

Please provide details of the track record of the project team in delivering
projects similar to that proposed to include, where relevant, details of who will
manage outsourced relationship(s) and what experience they have of managing
relationships of this kind? (max 2 50 words)

PI Birchall: Project Management. Co-led the teams that delivered the world's first stem cell
based organ implant in an adult and a child and the World's second laryngeal transplant.
Co- Lowdell: GMP ATMP production. Director Cell Therapy and Biobanking; UCL Senior
Lecturer in Haematology; cellular therapeutics specialist.
Co-I Janes: Epithelial science. Wellcome Clinical Senior Fellow; developed assays for
epithelial cell growth, differentiation and survival; Thoracic Oncology Investigator of the
Year, 2010~.
Co-I Schilder: Trial design and delivery. Director ENT Clinical Trials Programme; NIHR
Rsearch Professor; Prof Paediatric Otorhinolaryngology; PI on numerous clinical trials of
surgery.
Co-I Ambler: Study design, analysis, interpretation and reporting. UCL Senior Lecturer in
Medical Statistics; works with UCL/PRIMENT CTUs 10 ex erience in hase I II III trials.
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Co-I Mason: Health economics, commercialisation. UCL Prof. Regenerative Medicine
Bioprocessing; 20y experience ATMP commercialisation.
Co-I Seifalian: Bioreactor design and production. Multi-award winning Prof. of
Nanotechnology. Co-I Hollander: Discovery science consultant, maximizing the scientific
potential from the trial, identifying key partners (e.g.Crick).
Co-I Ansari: Novel decellularisation process that is 4x faster than earlier methods.
Co-I Sandhu: Surgical aspects of design. International expert in complex airway surgery;
thesis on laryngeal reconstruction.
Co-I Tebbs: UCL CTU liaison, study design, set-up and regulatory overview.
Collaborator Nouraei: ENT ACF; PhD on outcome measures in complex airway care.
Collaborator Chapman: Trained patient PPI representative of Ourairaway.com.
Independent Expert Advisor Domayne-Hayman: Commercial Advisor. Previously CEO
Stabilitech, Senior Development Manager Celltech.
Independent Data Monitor Rutter: Director Clinical Research, Cincinnati Children's
Hospital Medical Center· homografts in airway reconstruction.

6.8 What are the key risks to delivering the proje.ct, how likely are these to occur and
what would their impact be? How will these risks be ptanaged? (max 2 50 words)
Trial Steering Committee (TSC, Fig.3) and Independent Data Monitoring Committee (IDMC)
will be established.
IDMC accesses all blinded/aggregate data, reports to TSC on
recommendations for premature closure and safety.
High level, then detailed, risk
assessments at pre-/post-award letter points to assess safety, management and reputational
risk are reviewed by CTU Quality Management Group. Milestone slippage is reported to MRC,
but most can be accommodated by no-cost extension (see 'Milestones').
Milestone 1 risk is minimised by considerable MRC-funded preparatory work, and frequent
MHRA liaison. Team is experienced in negotiating REC/R&D hurdles. LCT submitted 8
successful ATMP CTAs, supports 7 ATMP trials, manufactures 4 ATMPs as unlicensed
medicines. UCL has two full-time ATMP regulatory officers.
Milestone 2 recruitment risk is covered in 6.2.
It will be clear six months post-implantation of the first few patients whether Milestone 3 will
be hit 17 , permitting identification of technical risks to efficacy at an early point. Unexpected
SAE/Rs or interventions will be considered when preparing for phase III trial/market
authorisation. Failure to meet Milestones, or if safety and efficacy are demonstrated ahead of
schedule, early reporting/termination of the trial will be discussed with MRC.
Milestone 4 allows ample time to complete reporting. Given our high profile work, length of
follow-up and the publication level of analogous work the risks of not publishing at highe$t
level are small.
For risks osed b com etitors see Section 4. PM and team will horizon-scan for new
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developments and any relevant information, papers or conference presentations and present
at PMG meetings.
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Section 6: Deliverability- Resource Requirements and Environment
6.9 What resources (materials, methods, data, people, infrastructure, outsourced
tasks etc) are needed to undertake,the proposed pvoject? Please specify the
need, the costs and the time line~. ~f usage/employptent with respect to
' ' . ac,hie¥em,ent ~the stated milestilues? (max 30'(;} wooos} . ' . ~ . ' .
We require funds to support the development of final production processes and supporting
documentation. This requires personnel, including essential scientific staff and a quality
assurance manager, and laboratory costs for work on scaffolds, cells and bioreactors.
Delivery of the products requires sourcing appropriate materials, including human donor
scaffolds, and also some extra equipment (specifically a holographic microscope for quality
control work and a bioreactor monitoring system). We require funds for a clinical trials
support team (manager, IT, PPI and statistical support) to prepare and submit materials for
obtaining relevant permissions, prepare trial documentation, initiate, manage and monitor
the clinical trial. This team will also perform data collation, management and statistical
analysis and assist with reporting. We require support for a research fellow to assist
recruitment of patients and organise clinical visits, investigations, consenting, follow-up and
operating theatre sessions. The necessary clinical costs over and above normal NHS care are
also requested for patients enrolled, and include outpatient, investigation, patient travel and
accommodation and inpatient/operating theatre costs. Support is required for health
economic and commercialisation work packages, and for supporting PPI engagement and
integration. Funds for project management include the costs of a PM (Sheridan) and support,
consumables, meetings and travel costs, computing, presentation, conference attendance
and travel ublication costs.

6.10 Are these resources in hantl? If not, what gives you confidence that they will be
available when required? Include manufacture ofnoveftherapeutics where
appropriate (max 150 words}
· ·
We have the facilities and project team in place to deliver this project given the above
resources. Required equipment and materials are easily accessed from reputable sources.
Clinical resource is already present but will improve with the centralization of complex airway
services, and consequent upgraded provision, on the UCLH site in 2013. Likewise, UCL and
the Royal Free Hospital are presently establishing a Centre for Applied Regenerative Sciences
at the Royal Free campus with new space and infrastructure support, based around the work
of the co-a licants.

6.11 Please provide a higb-.levei justification for tlle'requested'resources, in tenns of
the overall needs of the project (a more detailed explanation can be given in the
~~Justification of Resources" document}. (max 300 words)
This is a substantial project given the needs of bringing a complex cell-based ATMP from
bench to bedside. Although we have performed a significant amount of preparatory work, we
do not underestimate the amount of laboratory and CTU work required to obtain all
necessary permissions and have the production processes fine-tuned, including dry-runs, for
the start of the trial at the end of year one. The nature of this product requires us to employ
parallel teams to deal with cell, tissue and bioreactor parts of production, as well as to
prepare for and run a clinical trial. Thus, we in effect roll together costs from both laboratory
science and clinical trials in order to achieve our very high impact, but clearly, given our
team and track record, tractable goals. This combination, although costly, is necessary to
achieve our goals and to path-find for other UK regenerative medicine technologies that will
follow. The clinical costs herein are entirely within the scale of complex treatments, such as
aortic grafting, chemotherapy or stereotactic radiosurgery, within the National Health
Service. Furthermore, our costs (and prototype methodology) have been field tested in three
compassionate use cases. Although a final combined product and clinical cost of around
60,000 per patient seems expensive, compared to the continuing costs of maintaining
airways in these patients using conventional means, which can amount to millions per
patient over time, the costs of our product are rapidly recouped if implantation is successful,
as indeed would be the costs of this ro·ect itself.
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UCL demonstrates more bench-bedside translation regenerative technologies than any other
centre in the UK. UCLH is a leading Foundation Trust with commitment to a substantial
investment in a new head and neck disorders hospital build on site.
ULCH BRC, in which regenerative medicine is a key theme, funded the Clinical Research
Facility which provides a state-of-the-art base for recruitment, high-resolution digital
endoscopy and follow-up for our patients. BRC funding also pump-primed our CTU, providing
support to prepare this application and which will be running the trial.
Co-l Schilder, the World's leading ENT clinical triallist, was awarded £1.6m NIHR Research
Professorship. She has established a unique trials resource and network for ENT, evidENT,
based at UCLH-RNTNEH.
We also have an array of world class laboratories: Janes' specialises in the biology of airway
stem cells; Lowdell's produce cell therapy medicinal products for clinical trials. Mason's is the
largest international bioprocessing group.

6.13 For clinical studies, please outline the recruitment strategy and target
recruitment rate. Include evidence of feasibility Where appropriate (max 2 00
words)
The London Airway Service (LAS), established in 2009 by Co-l's Birchall, Sandhu, is the
national and leading international referral centre for patients with complex airway disorders,
providing the richest possible source of patients for this trial. An unexpected, but welcome,
off-shoot of the LAS is Ourairaway.com, an airway disorders patient group which has
provided, and will continue to provide, invaluable PPI input to this project. We are
developing optimal recruitment strategies, and patients will themselves be involved in
consenting processes to ensure maximum understanding and engagement by potential
recruits (see 4.1), as well to prioritise patient-focused outcomes. There are >200 new NHS
patients p.a. referred to this service per annum, of whom 30 are potentially eligible. In
practice, we have already identified at least five ideal candidates, which means that with a
low figure of 25% recruitment, we would expect to recruit the remaining 5 patients within an
eight month window (hence the length of the recruitment period). However, we expect a
higher rate of recruitment than this, given our focus on recruitment methodology.
Additionally, we will advertise the trial through the newly established British Laryngological
Association (BLA), so ensuring an increase over baseline of recruits from around the UK.
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Section 7: Downstream Project Support
~7.1

-

What are the major downstream hurdles that will nee"d to be overcome iftbe
·project is to m~et its ultimate aims? .{max 100 words) ·

We need to identify the correct path to commercialisation for this highly novel product. We
envisage that this will involve some form of licensing by a host Trust(s), here likely to be
Royal Free London and UCLH FTs. However, the precise route to market needs detailed
exploration and this is a key part of this project. Indeed, RegenVOX will in this sense
represent pathfinder technology for the marketing of other complex, cellularised ATMP organ
and tissue-re lacements develo ed in the UK.

7.2 . Will any new' technologies, proc~ssesL etc- such as a new manufacturing process~
be required to overcome these hurdles? If so, please describe them and what
gives you confidence that they will.tie available when required? (max 100: words)
We have all the prototype technologies and processes in place, and have field tested and
refined them in three compassionate use settings in critically ill patients. Whilst there is
further refinement to come, and we cannot anticipate every technical hurdle ahead, we have
built in resources and time which permit us the flexibility to perform essential continuous
improvement as the project progresses. Hence it is important to maintain a significant
laboratory staff until the end of the first year of follow-up, so that the eventual processes
and roduct are as close to a final marketable im lant as ossible.

The commercialisation strategy for RegenVOX will be developed through a comprehensive
piece of path-finding health-economics/business planning led by Co-I Mason herein (see
justification for details). However, our high-level draft plans for sustainability/continuation
and implementation are as follows:
1. We will produce sufficient data to permit the issuance of a product license by MHRA
based on the evidence of this project and its MRC-funded predecessor. At this point,
we will present a business case for the establishment of a service at one or both of
our host NHS FTs, supported by any combination of NHS, industrial and VC funding.
2. However, if MHRA do not agree to a product license straight away and request a
Phase III trial (unlikely from preliminary discussions), we will seek NHS, commercial
partners and apply as a consortium to NIHR and/or MRC. Our rapidly developing
trials (evidENT) and clinical (British Laryngological Association, BLA) networks make
such a multicentre trial for treatment of an uncommon disorder feasible in a way that
could not have been foreseen a few years ago. This trial would be designed, as here,
by a combination of UCL CTU and evidENT through NIHR CCRN ENT specialty group
(Chair Co-l Schilder), with clinical input from the LAS and BLA (Chair, Co-l Sandhu).
3. Potential commercial partners for such a trial would include NHSBT, with whom we
already have a supply agreement and who specialise in the provision of decellularised
human tissues and organs, or a new spin-out company created through UCLB.
However, other options will be considered in our commercialisation work stream
herein.

I Free London FT Board to create a new Centre for
have indicated interest in the commercial

-----

------------------------
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potential of our products. UCLB assisted us in the search for IP and other business
considerations below and represent valuable partners. We hold regular talks with NHSBT
who have a major interest in developing their in-house business around decellularised
human tissues/organs in a similar way to that made successful by Dutch 'Euro Tissue Bank'
(http://www.eurotissuebank.nl/euro-tissue-bank/). Finally, through UCLB we are developing
a network of investors/VC specialisinq in the emerqent ReqenMed field.

7.5

H<Ive you sought an industrial partner for this project? If not, why did you feel
that an industrial partnership was not appropriate(stage of project, type of
project, nature ofthe commercial opportunity, etc)? Uyou have not managed to
findapartner, why (stage of project, type of project, nature.ofthe commercial
opportunity, etc).? Note that inclusion ofan industrial partner is not mandatory
and we recognise. that this will not be appropriate for all projects. (max 300
words)

A complex ATMP for an orphan indication is unlikely to attract the interest of a major
pharmaceutical company. It is much more appropriate herein to have a working model based
on NHS investment in provision of the implant as a new service to UK and, indirectly, the
rest of the world. However, various combinations of investor are also possible, and all of
these will be explored as part of our health economics and commercialisation theme herein
Co-l Mason .

7.6 Are there other potential non-academic beneficiaries, in addition to your

identified end-users, who might benefit from your intervention or from advances
made in its development? What are your plans for engaging with these other
potential beneficiaries? (max 300 words)
Claude Bernard said that "science proceeds through revolution, not addition". The proposed
work is truly disruptive in the sense that we are not just exploring a whole new approach to
treating illness, but the clinical, economic, social, commercial and scientific environment in
which it will flourish. Other potential beneficiaries of this work are multiple.
1. NHS institutions, and other healthcare systems, will learn what is required to nurture
and then exploit game-changing technologies with the capacity to provide a one-off
complex treatment for long-term health and wealth gain.
2. We will provide a wake-up call for UK surgeons and pointers as to how transplant and
other services may be reorganised to best exploit the fruits of the RegenMed
revolution.
3. Finding a commercial pathway to clinic for complex device implants and cellularised
ATMPs is a major advance in itself and is of considerable generic benefit to the
emergent UK RegenMed industry and thereby to UK Pic.
4. We will develop mechanisms for patients and the public to engage with and help
direct the development of regenerative medicine products, and contribute to the
public understanding of stem cells and regenerative medicine approaches to health
and healthy living.
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The surgical procedures used in this project are known, the hollow organ tissue processing
methodology has been documented, disposable bioreactors for MSC preparation and GMP
grade or GMP-compatible consumables, including larynxes supplied by NHSBT, are procured
off the shelf and are not subject to any third party IP restrictions.

8.6 Do the applicants and collaborator(s), if such exist, have rights to use the
Delivery Technologies? If yes, please specify how such rights have been acquired.
If not, how does the applicant intend to secure such rights. (max 200 words)
The work that underlies this application was performed at UCL/NPIMR and no restrictions on
use exist with reference to this data and thus the applicants are free to develop this
technology. Preliminary key word searches described in Section 8.2 identified no freedom to
o erate issues with res ect to additional third art IP.

Management and Exploitation of Knowledge
8.8 Please describe your strategy for protecting the Knowledge. (max 200 words)
Exploitable knowledge will be identified and presented at the project meetings prior to
any public disclosure/s and the applicants will work with UCLB to pursue appropriate
protection on such knowledge. All new inventions will be presented to UCLB's invention
review panel and a decision to patent will be made based on the novelty and inventive step
in light of the prior art and commercial/clinical value. Advice will be sought from UCLB's
external patent attorneys where necessary. There is potential for IP to be generated during
the performance of this study that will support the approach being developed by the
applicants. This includes results, know-how and/or inventions around the specific MSC
tissue eneration and hollow or an rocessin
rocedures.

8.9 Please describe your plans and strategies regarding further development and
exploitation of the Knowledge. (max 200 words)
During the clinical trial phase of the project, UCLB will work closely with the applicants to
ensure that the commercial focus of the project is considered at every stage. It is envisaged
that post-completion of this study, a centre for clinical excellence in this methodology will be
set up at UCL with a view to treating a wider cohort of the relevant clinical population.
A commercial collaboration with an industrial partner may be sought to further develop the
product portfolio to other organ types. Potential partners in this field may be the current
suppliers of the disposable bioreactors and cell feeds or one of the leading institutes
interested in this field.
UCLB is confident that a partnership could be secured with a commercial entity based on the
clinical package generated during this clinical trial. Our aim would be to work with this
partner to leverage further funding through the TSB, EU, FP7 or NIHR funding sources to
conduct the next phase of clinical testing followed by implementation as a routine procedure
on the NHS and with artner health services worldwide.

Restrictions on Exploitation of Knowledge
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Section 8: Intellectual Property (IP)
It is expected that this section should be completed in partnership with your Institution's

Technology Transfer Office (TTO), or equivalent, and failure to do so may prejudice your
application. Note that the generation of protectable intellectual property is not an essential
requirement for this scheme; projects that will not generate patentable materials but that have
the potential to provide health benefits are accepted on an equal basis.

Core Technologies
8.1

Please list all existing technf?logjes (together with patent?Jpplication{patent
numbers where applicable) that will be further de'(eloped as part of your
proposed project("Core Teclmologies"). (max 100 words)

The Core Technology to be further developed and trialed under this proposal is the
RegenVOX stem cell tissue engineered laryngeal replacement technology (methodology and
development process) developed during the initial (preclinical) RegenVOX study funded by
the MRC-TSCRC.

8.2

Please provide a summary of the most relevant documents in relation to Core
Technologies identified through a prior art search. {max 200 words)

Extensive keyword searches of Patent Lens, Espacenet, Pubmed and Google were conducted
by UCL Business PLC (UCLB). Search terms included laryngeal replacement, MSC graft
seeding, hollow organ grafts/transplants. No patents were identified that could prevent the
future commercialisation or wider clinical use of this process.
There are numerous articles relating to the initial compassionate-use tracheal implant
operations performed on two patients - as per sections 4.2 and 5.1, performed present team
members. The clinical trial documented in this application will be instrumental in generating
a larger set of clinical data to support the case for approval and implementation within the
NHS and other health services with a view to offering this replacement therapy to a larger
cohort of atients.

8.3 Do the applicants and collaborator(s}, if such exist, have r:ights to work on the
Core Technologies? If yes, please ~ecjfy how such rigltts have_been acquired. If
not. how does the applicant intend. to secure such rights? (max 200 words)
The work that underlies this application pertaining to the use of decellularised human donor
scaffolds, re-seeding with autologous MSC and the customised GMP manufacturing processes
required was all performed at UCL and partner NPIMR. No restrictions on use or future
commercialisation (if applicable) exist with reference to this data and the applicants are free
to develop this technology as any arising IP from the initial study would have been or will be
subject to patent applications in the name of UCL/NPIMR. Preliminary key word searches
described in Section 8.2 identified no freedom to operate issues with respect to additional
third art IP.

8.4

Do any of the academic applicants have a direct or indirect interest (consultancy,
sharehofding, options, etc) in the commercial owners of Core Technologies? ff so,
what is the nature of their interest and how are conflicts of interest being managed?
(max tOO words)
e ec a ed

Delivery Technologies
8.5

Please list the most important tools {materials, methods and data) that will be
used in the project but will not form a part of the project end result and for
which you need rights to {"Delivery Technologies").
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The surgical procedures used in this project are known, the hollow organ tissue processing
methodology has been documented, disposable bioreactors for MSC preparation and GMP
grade or GMP-compatible consumables, including larynxes supplied by NHSBT, are procured
off the shelf and are not subject to any third party IP restrictions.

8.6 Do the applicants and collaborator(s), if such exist, have rights to use the
Delivery Technologies? If yes, please specify how such rights have been acquired.
If not, how does the applicant intend to secure such rights. (max 200 words)
The work that underlies this application was performed at UCL/NPIMR and no restrictions on
use exist with reference to this data and thus the applicants are free to develop this
technology. Preliminary key word searches described in Section 8.2 identified no freedom to
o erate issues with res ect to additional third art IP.

Management and Exploitation of Knowledge
8.8 Please describe your strategy for protecting the Knowledge. (max 200 words)
Exploitable knowledge will be identified and presented at the project meetings prior to
any public disclosure/s and the applicants will work with UCLB to pursue appropriate
protection on such knowledge. All new inventions will be presented to UCLB's invention
review panel and a decision to patent will be made based on the novelty and inventive step
in light of the prior art and commercial/clinical value. Advice will be sought from UCLB's
external patent attorneys where necessary. There is potential for IP to be generated during
the performance of this study that will support the approach being developed by the
applicants. This includes results, know-how and/or inventions around the specific MSC
tissue eneration and hollow or an rocessin
rocedures.

8.9 Please describe your plans and strategies regarding further development and
exploitation of the Knowledge. (max 200 words)
During the clinical trial phase of the project, UCLB will work closely with the applicants to
ensure that the commercial focus of the project is considered at every stage. It is envisaged
that post-completion of this study, a centre for clinical excellence in this methodology will be
set up at UCL with a view to treating a wider cohort of the relevant clinical population.
A commercial collaboration with an industrial partner may be sought to further develop the
product portfolio to other organ types. Potential partners in this field may be the current
suppliers of the disposable bioreactors and cell feeds or one of the leading institutes
interested in this field.
UCLB is confident that a partnership could be secured with a commercial entity based on the
clinical package generated during this clinical trial. Our aim would be to work with this
partner to leverage further funding through the TSB, EU, FP7 or NIHR funding sources to
conduct the next phase of clinical testing followed by implementation as a routine procedure
on the NHS and with artner health services worldwide.

Restrictions on Exploitation of Knowledge
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Knowledge generated as all new results and intellectual property surrounding this
methodolo
will vest with UCL.

8.12 If needed'for exp}oitatio:n Qf the Kntiwledge, wili tlittap~nt be a})le to pass
. · rights to (!ore 'Je~b.nologies to. thtHt~plaltipg ~rt~t{max 2;Q(hvordsl ~ ·.
The applicants hold no patent applications around the Core Technology as yet. The concept
for the compassionate use indication has been documented extensively in the media and in
publications. However, any new developments surrounding the preparation of the donor
organ, tissue engineering (GMP bioreactor modifications, feeds & nutrient preparation &
delivery) and seeding processes generated during the original study and this one will be
subject to patent applications. Assignment and licensing of said technology may take place
at a future date if re uired for ex loitation.
~~ 13 If needed

for exploitation oflhe Knowledge, will the aJlp.Ucant be able to pass .
rights to .Delivery Technologies to tbe exploiting party? {max 166 words} ·

It is anticipated that some delivery technologies will be widely available for purchase directly
from the manufacturers. The rights to any new patent technologies developed during the
course of this study and the preceding one may be licensed to a suitable commercial entity
for ex loitation at a future date.

8.14 Any other points pertinent to protection or exploitation of knowledge not

addressed in the sections above? (max 160 words}
None

C~se

For Support
Lase tor support
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Section 9: Clinical Considerations
Please complete this section if your application includes clinical (human) research. Applicants
who are not proposing human studies do not need to complete this section.

9.1 Are there any ethical issues which might complicate or prolong ethics approval?
Please give particular consideration to any potential safety risks. (max 300
words)
We observe the 2005 Research Governance Framework for Health and Social Care.
Cells/scaffolds are stored under HTA license awarded to Laboratories for Cell Therapy (Co-l
Lowdell). Scaffolds are supplied under agreement from NHS Blood and Transplant, retrieved
under the national framework governing the use of organs and tissues for research and
clinical purposes, including traceability. An application for a CTA from MHRA forms part of
milestone 1 in this project, as do parallel REC, UCLH R&D applications. We have found no
difficulty in obtaining larynxes from transplant donors so far, since the incision required for
retrieval is non-disfiguring and low in the neck. These can be stored as above, so we will
have an ample bank of organs by the start of recruitment. Human cells used for process
development are obtained as by-products of the therapeutic human stem cell programme at
LCT, whilst epithelial cells are obtained from routine bronchoscopies at UCLH under a
separate LEC approval (Co-l Janes). All laboratory staff working with human cells and tissues
are appropriately trained and immunised. The sponsor for this trial is UCL through the Joint
Research Office, and as such, UCL will provide legal cover for the trial in the event of
unexpected problems and challenges. We have considered a wide range of potential
sequelae and complications resulting from the use of our implants and these are being
incorporated into our consenting process, with the assistance of our PPI representatives, to
reduce risk and maximise atient understandin .

9.2 Please provide details of the study sponsor and any relationship with a
commercial partner. Please note that MRC is not the sponsor of university
research. (max 100 words)
We have no relationship with a commercial partner. Sponsorship will be provided by UCL
through the Joint Research Office (JRO). The sponsor (UCL) will provide indemnity and
support as required by the UK Statutory Instruments for Clinical Trials with special
considerations for ATMPs. A number of the sponsor functions including QA,QC, regulatory
oversight, trial governance, risk assessment and monitoring of mitigation strategies and will
be dele ated to the UCL CTU.

9.3 Please provide information on the status of required regulatory approvals.
Please give partictillar consideration to any potential safety risks or ethical
issues. (max 300 words)
The Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) will consider risks as a
central part of their assessment process when we submit our product specification file in
year 1. Our implants proved safe in preclinical trials and closely related technology has
provided new tracheae to adults and children, saving and lengthening lives. Our discussions
with MHRA so far suggest that this safety data will be sufficient for the granting of a CTA for
this trial.
Application for Research Ethics Committee approval (REC) will be in parallel with MHRA
application. The concern of the REC is for patient safety and ethical practices, and we will
address their questions in full. Our team is highly experienced in dealing with these issues
and we do not expect any major delays or barriers to approval given our preclinical and firstin-human success to date.

9.4 Please summarise tile NHS support costs (note that NHS support costs should be
listed in the "Additional Costs Proforma: NHS Support and Treatment costs" and
attached separately to the application) (max 100 words)
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These are those necessary for recruitment, investigation, implantation surgery and
associated inpatient costs, outpatient follow up, including tests and bronchoscopy and
trouble-shooting. We have costed these accurately based on our first-in-human experiences
in adults and children receiving tracheal implants. The costs requested represent those in
excess of costs which would normally be incurred in the care of thesegatients.
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Annex 1: Outsourcing

1.2

What is each party contributing to the delivery of the project plan and what
task(s) are they responsible for? Is the contribution unique or could a similar
contribution be made by an alternate group/organisation? (max 150 words)

1.3

Please describe how the proposed outsourcing either enables the planned
research to be undertaken or enables the planned research to be undertaken to
the required quality or timescale. (max 150 words)

1.4

Please describe the agreement between the parties regarding management,
ownership and rights to the project generated intellectual property. (max 100
words)
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Section 1: Project Summary

There are no satisfactory conventional solutions for patients with end-stage laryngeal
stenosis, which can result from trauma or after cancer resection. This has profound impacts
on quality of life, especially swallowing, breathing and talking. Based on our 'first-in-human'
successes with tracheal implants1,2, we developed an autologous stem cell and biologic
scaffold based partial laryngeal implant to correct severe structural disorders. In preclinical
studies, this was biocompatible in rats 1 and safe and effective in pigs (human cells in
immunosuppressed animals). We have developed robust processes for production of cells,
scaffold 1 bioreactor and implant within our fully Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP) licensed
cell therapy facility. UCLH hosts the national airway service/ which has the largest pool of
potential recipients in Europe, and skilled clinical staff.
We propose a 50 months' project to encompass a phase I/Ila clinical trial of customized stem
cell based laryngeal implants in ten patients with severe laryngeal stenosis who have
exhausted conventional therapeutic options, and with two years' follow-up.
Specific aims will be:
Months 1-12, Preparation for and commencement of clinical trial
Months 13-20, Recruitment, intervention
Months 21-44 1 Follow-up 1 continuous improvement of production processes, reverse
translation
Months 45-50 1 Re ortin
ublication 1 commercialisation

Section 2: Applicant Details

Version 3.0
April 2010
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Section 6: Deliverability - Project Plan
Please provide a GANTT chart of the proposed plan showing:
•

•

project tasks (these being short, achievable and measurable activities) with,
where relevant, the party responsible for delivering the task and dependency
relationships between tasks and
typically two to three progression milestones (to include the project end goal)
these being major specifically-timed decision points when a judgment will be
made on whether or not to progress the project based on the
achievement/non-attainment of specific measurable targets

The GANTT chart must be converted to a pdf file and submitted via EAA as part of your
full application for DPFS funding via the case for support page. Please name this your
GANTT File [Your Application ID]- GANTT
Please complete the following project milestone data sheets for each of the two to three
progression milestones (to include the project end goal). Please note that
•
•

•

•
•

Milestones must be SMART that is Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and
Time framed
The success criteria are the key measures that must be met in order for the
project to be considered a success to that point thereby justifying progression
For each success criterion, please specify a quantified target value that
you will seek to attain and quantified acceptable value, which, if
achieved, would support project progression
DO NOT include project management meetings or other process-related tasks as
milestone
Your estimate of the milestone criteria being met should assume that the
preceding milestone was achieved

a
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Section 6: Deliverability - Project Plan (Ml)

1.
The aim of this milestone is to start a clinical trial of a stem-cell based tissue
engineered partial laryngeal replacement.
Objectives are:
a.
Obtain necessary permissions by 8 months. These are Clinical Trials Authorisation
from MHRA, Research Ethics Committee and NHS Research & Development permissions.
b.
Recruit first patient by 12 months.
lant
13 month .

mmm~m

a.
Success in obtaining Clinical Trials Authorisation from MHRA, Research Ethics
Committee and NHS Research & Development permissions are requirements for the
commencement of a clinical trial. They are yes/no values that have to be passed. We aim to
complete these within 8 months, and we set an acceptable target of 10 months.
b.
We aim to recruit our first patient to our clinical trial by 12 months.
c.
We aim to have implanted this patient by 13 months, but 14 months would be

a.
We already have advanced, clinically-tested protocols and SOPs with most of the data
required for a PSF. Our GMP delivery team are highly experienced in applying for CTAs for
ATMP trials. We have engaged in frequent, face-to-face dialogue with the MHRA and have
targeted the required work to fit their expectations and recommendations accurately. Our
CTU provides all necessary personnel and environment to deliver successful REC and R&D
approvals on time, with a wealth of clinical trial experience behind them. Eight months is an
entirely realistic time-point for successful completion of these tasks, but in the event of
unexpectedly lengthy correspondence with one or more of these organisations, we set an
acceptable target of 10 months. We do not expect such slippage to affect overall project
length.
b.
We do not expect any slippage with this, as we have willing, eligible candidates for
the trial already identified and the main barriers to recruitment are the obtaining of
permissions as above.
c.
We have had the opportunity to 'field test' our production and clinical processes so
have mimimised the chances of failure or slippage in implantation of the construct. Normally,
it would take us one month to produce a customised implant and this is our target here.
However, as this is the first laryngeal patient to be implanted, we set an acceptable interval
between recruitment and implantation of two months, hence the 14 month acceptable limit.
This one
sli
wo ld
with MRC and
extensi
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Section 6: Deliverability - Project Plan (M2)

The aim of this milestone is to recruit adequately in a timely manner, since failure to do so is
one of the main reasons for failure of trials, especially those involving surgery. We add a
laboratory-based outcome also. Thus, our objectives are:
Recruitment of 5 patients
a.
b.
Completion of recruitment
Submission of manufacturi

m~-.~mmrrm•m

a.
The recruitment of 5 patients by 16 months will be measured by the signing of our
trial patient consent form by at least five eligible recruits. We set an acceptable limit of 20
months.
b.
The recruitment of our target of ten patients will be measured in the same way, with
a target of 20 months, but an acceptable limit of 24 months.
c.
Detailed, validated manufacturing protocols for all production steps will be submitted
to UCLB for assessment of any IP which can be protected by 18 months, but an accetable
limit of 20 months.
M2 :Justification for Criteria and Values (max 250 words)
We have already identified four eligible and willing patients for this trial, so have a 'flying
start'. Recruitment will be maximised by engagement with professional (British Association
of Laryngologists) and patient (Ourairaway.com) bodies, and by qualitative methodology.
Given the known presentation rates of these patients to the London Airway Service (see
main form), we are confident that both of these targets are realistic. However, we are aware
of the complexities of surgical trials and therefore set an *overall* acceptable limit for
recruitment of 24 months (i.e. total recruitment period 12 months, but with a target of 8).
Any such slippage will be discussed with the MRC and a no-cost extension requested to
accommodate the lengthened follow-up time. The assessment of possible IP generated by
our product manufacturing process is key to maximising commercial potential, and requires
our laboratory staff to prepare detailed advanced protocols, including details of any devices
such as bioreactors and delivery systems, developed by our team. UCL Business (UCLB) will
then assess the potential for protection of such IP. This step is placed relatively early in the
ro ·ect in order to reduce the risks from com etitors real and otential.

DEVELOPMENTAL PATHWAY FUNDING SCHEME: MILESTONE FORM
improve processes. The considerable 'learn-by-doing' during product
preparation/implantation will lead onto the development of refined SOPs and clinical
procedures in preparation for commercialisation, for which cost containment is critical.
Hence this milestone is set one year after the expected completion of implantation.

Milestone ReRort
Milestones Re;1ori:
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Section 6: Deliverability - Project Plan (M3)

This milestone revolves around clinical efficacy and process efficiency. We aim to
demonstrate clinical efficacy at 6 and 12-month points post-implantation using clinically
important measures, whilst achieving important increases in process efficiency and thereby
cost-reduction. Thus, objectives are:

a.
b.
a. : For this sub-milestone, our target is 22 months, but a limit of 24 months is acceptable.
Clinical success at the 6-month post-implant point is defined by the achievement by
individual patients of three out the following five criteria:
1.
Freedom from tracheostomy (yes/no)
2.
Freedom from stent (yes/no)
3.
Narrowest part of airway >80% normal on CT scanning. (Myer-Cotton grade1
equivalent, acceptable target 70%)
4.
Respiratory performance of >80% predicted peak expiratory flow rate (PEFR) on
pulmonary function testing (acceptable target is 65%)
5.
No anti-donor antibodies detected in serum samples (yes/no)
b.: Clinical success at the 12 month post-implant point is defined using the same criteria as
for the 6-month point. For this sub-milestone, our target is 30 months, but a limit of 32
months is acceptable.
c.
For the third sub-milestone, our target is 32 months, but a limit of 34 months is
acceptable. Significant process cost reduction is defined by achievement of 2 out of 3 of the
following:
i.
Reduction in laboratory production costs by 33% compared to baseline calculations
included in the grant (acceptable 25%).
ii.
Reduction in surgical implantation costs by 25% compared to baseline calculations
included in the grant (acceptable 15%).
111.
Reduction in costs of follow-up by 30% compared to baseline calculations included in
the rant acce
ble
Although we set a 12-months' follow-up point as the key clinical milestone by which to
measure efficacy, our published data shows that 95% of patients undergoing complex airway
reconstruction who reach the 6 month point go on to achieve long-term clinical success
(Nouraei, 2007). Thus, we here include both 6-month and 12-month marks herein. The
presence of a prosthesis-free airway is our principal outcome measure, and is represented by
two criteria here. However, quantitation of airway diameter, and peak expiratory flow rates
are also clinically important guides. We wish to be reassured of the absence of a rejection
response to the donor scaffold, hence measure 5. 13 of 16 (81 %) of pigs in our preclinical
trials achieved clear airways at censor point (equivalent to one year in human terms).
However, subsequent technical refinements have addressed the likely causes of failure, and
in man we have interventions to maintain life and airway which are not permitted in Home
Office regulated animal studies. Therefore, the 90% estimate for meeting this milestone is
realistic. Nonetheless, to anticipate unexpected delays, we set an acceptable limit of 34
months overall. In this case, we will discuss with MRC and request no-cost extension.
Sub-milestone
is achieved
continu
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Section 6: Deliverability - Project Plan (M4)

The aim of this milestone is to achieve all major reports required at the project's end. Thus,
our objectives are:
a.
b.

Completion of follow-up
Reporting to MRC
Main paper accepted for publication in high impact peer-reviewed journal
to MHRA of trial closure
~~~~~
a.: We will complete 24 months' follow-up on ten patients by 44 months (46 acceptable)
b.: We will produce a detailed final report to MRC by 50 months
c.: We will produce a paper describing the trial and its outcomes and submit this for
publication in an appropriately focussed high-impact journal, here defined as one with an
impact factor > 12 (>8 acceptable). Target for acceptance is 50 months, but 56 months is
acceptable and incurs no additional cost.
c.: We will reporting to MHRA of trial closure by 50 months. However, in our experience, this
process can occasionally take significantly longer than anticipated. Therefore, an acceptable
value of 56 months is set at no additional cost
M4 Justification for Criteria and Values {max 250 words}
MHRA recommended 24 months' follow-up. However, for reasons presented in M2, M3, a
cumulative slippage of 4 months is acceptable. In this case, a no cost extension will be
discussed with MRC. Reporting to MRC is a requirement of funding and to MHRA is a
requirement of the granting of a clinical trials authorisation (CTA). Even with slippage in
M4a, since this is an open trial, a near-final report can be prepared as the last few patients
near completion, so missing the M4b milestone is unlikely. The highest impact journals with
appropriate reach for highly novel trial reports are the New England Journal of Medicine and
the Lancet, and a scientific paper based on the trial will be submitted to one of these prior to
the 50 month mark, with the expectation of acceptance by 56 months. We plan for a short
turn-around since we have built adequate preparation time into the project. Since this is a
high-profile advance of wide general scientific, clinical and public interest, and we have a
strong track record of high level publication of our previous first-in-human studies, we do not
feel it is over-ambitious to aim for this level of ublication.

Milestone Beport
Milestones Report

Birchall etal: RegenVOX. Figures and tables.

Figure 1. RegenVOX overall project flow-chart
Table 1. Schedule of Activities Phase 1111 clinical trial
PROM= patient reported outcome measure; ADVS =airway, dyspnea, voice, swallowing index; PE=
physical examination; PFT=pulmonary function test; CBC=complete blood count; V=visit; Adv=adverse.
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Figure 2. RegenVOX manufacturing flow-chart
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Harvest bone marrow (MSC)
and mucosal-derived epithelial
cells from the patient

Obtain larynx from
c::~daveric donor for

Seed MSCC directly onto
hemi-larynx in a fully
monitored bioreactor

Ship hemi-larynxto operating
theatre in a temperature
controlled transportation box
for transplant

Figure 3. Regen VOX project management organisation chart
External Advisory
Group (OomayneHayman, MRC,
patients)
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Figure 4a . Air-liquid interphase culture of primary bronchial epithelial cells at 3 weeks . A: H&E staining
shows the formation of cilia (arrow). B: Functional goblet cells producing mucin shown by fluorescent
immunocytochemistry (MUC5 staining-40x) . C: Trans-epithelial resistance in air-liquid interface primary
culture of bronchial and nasal epithelial cells showing greater barrier with cells of bronchial origin.
Figure 4b. (left) Decellularised
larynx 24 hours post-seeding
with primary human bronchial
epithelial cells (H&E, 100X).

Figure 5. (above) Histological evaluation of the laryngeal scaffold following de-cellularisation using our protocol. A.
De-cellularised porcine larynx stained with H&E; B. At higher magnification on a H&E stained sections no nuclear
material is seen in either the cartilage or overlying muscle; C. A Picro S-Millers elastin stain shows excellent
preservation of fine elastin; D. De-cellularisation also preserves fine collagen between muscle bundles; E. Thicker
collagen over lying cartilage is well preserved ; F. When viewed under there is good preservation of thick collagen
(type 1) and collagen within the cartilage (type II).

B
Figure 6. A: Prototype bioreactor successfully used to prepare grafts for GLP pig studies; B: AutoCAD design of
version 2, reducing infection risk via continuous rim to lid and 2 added ports for media exchange and gas
exchange respectively; C: the manufactured bioreactor for clinical use, with added 0-ring seal and lid clamp.
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Figure 7a. A,B Two explanted grafts following biocompatibility studies in
Sprague-Dawley rats one month after subcutaneous implantation. These
showed decellularised material, with low inflammatory response and
preservation of architecture, and integration with surrounding tissue.

Figure ?b. A: Decellularised donor porcine hemilarynx scaffold seeded with human MSCC is implanted in
a sternomastoid muscle pocket; B: tissue engineered mucosal graft consists of human mucosal epithelial
cells grown on commercially available decellularised human donor dermis; C: mucosa is sewn onto
internal surface of the graft which is then rotated into the laryngeal defect.

Figure ?c. A,B: Endoscopic images of implanted larynxes in pigs . In all cases, by one month, mucosal continuity was
restored and a strong vocal cord profile seen by two months . C: CT scan of pig four months following implantation with
a biologic scaffold. Due to difficulties in centring a pig within the scanner, the larynx appears rotated . However, the
symmetry of the vocal cords and patency of the laryngeal airway can be clearly seen (arrow) .

Figure ?d. Cytology of brushings taken from grafts at 2 weeks post-implantation. A: Viable epithelial
cells populate the surface of grafts (H&E). B: On immunohistochemistry, viable human cells (red) can
still be observed at two weeks (blue=nuclei, DAPI ; green=Pancytokeratin; red= Cytokeratin 14, CK14)
and C. at 4 weeks. D: control for species specificity shows no CK14 staining .

Figure ?e. Decellularised implant at two
months. Complete tissue integration is
seen (left) with extensively remodelled
cartilage (right).
l
j
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Figure 8 (uooer panels) . Compassionate use of a trachea prepared using prototype methods to those in present
application . A. Graft being prepared for implantation ; B. Implantation into the tracheal defect; C. Use of an omental wrap to
cover the graft ; D. Microlaryngobronchoscopy 15 days following the transplant showed dense secretions ; E. At 6 months
airway is patent; F. Graft was still patent at one year, with healthy mucosa .
Figure 8 (lower panels) . Haematoxylin and eosin staining of normal trachea (A) compared to the patient's previous tracheal
homograft removed at the time of surgery (B) demonstrating an epithelialised lining but atypical gland formation . Sample of
the decellularised tracheal graft employed here (C) showing loss of cells but preservation of normal architecture . Bronchial
brushing (D) taken mid graft 1 year after surgery showed a cluster of ciliated cells . (Scale bars 250, 100, 100 and 20 J.lm
respectively) . E. A Lung Scan (V/Q) at eighteen months showed normal bilateral ventilation (the left lung is contributing
45% to the total ventilation and right lung 55%). This child is well , at school and growing 30 months post-implantation.
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This form is used to clarify costs you are requesting from the NHS and the
Department of Health (DoH) as part of your application for MRC funding. Any
funds you wish to receive from the NHS or DoH should be entered on this
form and not in the Resources or Costs section of your Je-S application.
Entering NHS costs in these sections of your Je-S application could
invalidate your proposal.
Justification for the costs detailed in this form must be clearly provided in your
Justification of Resources document. Please also note that any award from
the MRC wilf not include NHS Support costs or NHS Excess Treatment
Costs/Savings. These will be paid directly from the NHS/DoH.

In addition to the MRC guidance, applicants should also read the document
HSG(97)32, the DoH ARGO document and other Department of Health
guidance on attributing the costs of non-commercial research that can be
found on the DoH website.

Section 1: NHS costs in context
This section is designed as a form cover-sheet for reviewers and may be
completed after the subsequent sections.
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Section 2: NHS Support Costs
2.1

Please complete the following table

2.2

Have you discussed these costs with the relevant MRC Programme Manager (PM)? Yes

2.3

If you answered 'Yes' to 2.2, please give the PM's name: Dr Foulkes

2.4

Please give the date of correspondence: 15/11/2012

2.5

Have you discussed these costs with your proposed NHS funding partner? Yes
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Council

Section 3: Estimated Treatment costs
Provide an estimate of the treatment costs involved in the research (and which would continue assuming that the
patient care service in question continued after the research activity has stopped), along with the costs of the usual
standard treatment of the condition. These costs should be determined in conjunction with your NHS Trust partner(s)
and their commissioners

3.1

Please complete the following table
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3.2

0

9560

9560

9560

0

0

Is the patient care being provided different from the usual standard treatment for the condition? No

If you answered 'Yes' to 3.2 please complete Section 4: Estimated Treatment costs (continued).
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TEMPLATE FOR A DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN

1.1
Type of study
This is a three-year project to encompass a phase 1/IIa clinical trial of customized stem cell
based laryngeal implants in ten adult patients with severe laryngeal stenosis who have
exhausted conventional therapeutic options, and with two years' follow-up.
1.2
Types of data
a. Clinical trial outcome data: clinical measures; patient-reported outcome measures
(qualitative and semi-quantitative); manipulated data: excel or equivalent
b. Source data: quantitative (temperature, blood pressure, EEG);
c. Administrative: Standard operating procedures (SOPs) & Clinical Trial Protocol for the
conduct and management of the trial compliant with UK regulatory requirements;
Standard operating procedures (SOP), protocols and a product specification file (PSF)
for submission to MHRA
d. Imaging data CT (6, 12 & 24 months)
e. Tissue samples: Airway brushings and blood samples will be used for 'reverse
translation' development of hypotheses regarding mechanisms.
1.3
Format and scale of the data
a. Clinical trial outcome data: Ten patients with data collected at seven data points over a
two year period recorded on trial specific case report forms (CRFs) and uploaded to a
dedicated trials database (MACRO 4) compliant with national regulatory requirements
and held securely by the UCL CTU. The CRFs will be securely stored at the clinical site.
b. Imaging data CT (6, 12 & 24 months) raw data: DICOM (Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine) standards to store images; extracted data: excel or
equivalent, statistical data package e.g. Rand MATLAB
c. Raw data: paper records and/or standard non-proprietary formats;
d. SOPs and PSF will be delivered in the standard hard and electronic copy forms required
by the MHRA.
e. Blood and cytology samples will be stored in the UCL/RFH Biobank at the Royal Free
Hospital (HTA licence 11016; DI - Dr Mark Lowdell). Data pertaining to each sample
will be stored in accordance with HTA regulations using established GCP-compliant

2.1
Methodologies for data collection I generation
The trial is subject to Research Ethics Committee (REC) approval and will comply fully with
the UK Data Protection Act 1998 and the UCL requirements relating to patient
confidentiality.
Patient-specific data will be collected by our dedicated research nurse following written
informed consent from the trial participant and subsequently entered remotely at site onto
a secure trial database. This is managed in accordance with the Data Protection Act.
A proportion of data recorded will be checked at site using source data verification. All
data will be centrally monitored using a variety of methodologies including visual checks,
range and validation checks
Principal outcome by clinical observation.
Secondary outcome measures: i) Safety by clinical observation; development of anti-donor
antibodies will be measured by blood assays; ii) Efficacy: by clinical observation; iii)
Symptoms/quality of life (SF36): Resource use are all measured by self-completion
questionnaires. Health system resource use measured by questionnaire applied by the
research nurse to the health system (GP, hospital, pharmacies).
2.2

Data

MRC Template for a Data Management Plan, v01-00, 1 May 2012
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Overview: This is a substantial project that brings a complex cell-based ATMP from bench to
bedside. Although we have performed a significant amount of preparatory work, laboratory and
CTU work remains to obtain all necessary permissions and have the production processes finetuned for the start of the trial at the end of year one. This product requires parallel teams to deal
with cell, tissue and bioreactor parts of production, and prepare for and run a clinical trial.
Laboratories for Cellular Therapeutics: This is the site of most of the implant production processes.
The aspects of the project under the direction of Dr Lowdell (DA salary costs) relate to the final
GMP translation, the generation of the investigational medicinal product dossier for submission as
part of the CTA and then the GMP manufacture of the products for clinical trial. These costs are
incurred only during the first three years of the project and are assigned as such. The bulk of the
costs are, inevitably, staff costs and include a single full-time and one part time research scientist
plus a part-time administrator to support the entire project team. The named full time scientist,
Carvalho, is an existing staff member who has developed considerable experience in GMP
manufacture and paperwork. She has been integral to the pre-clinical manufacture of the larynx for
the porcine experiments but was also part of the team which made the first re-cellularised
cadaveric donor trachea as an ATMP earlier this year. GMP scientists are rare and expensive to
train so Ms Carvalho is an essential member of this programme with skills transferrable across
many aspects. The named part-time scientist, Jide-Banwo, is part of Dr Lowdell's existing group
and is trained in all of the relevant skills to support this project in manufacturing and trial sample
management in the UCURFH Biobank. GMP manufacture requires a minimum of two operatives at
all times to complete the contemporaneous manufacturing record. Carvalho will be the dedicated
GMP lead for the project and Jide-Banwo will support her in the GMP processing. We will provide
the remaining GMP support from existing staff resources within Dr Lowdell's group.
LCT consumables costs are calculated to provide products for GMP process engineering and GMP
process validation in addition to the final GMP products for trial use. The requirement for process
engineering and validation is an integral part of GMP manufacture and requires the use of the
same GMP-compliant reagents and disposables as the final manufacture. Fully one third of these
costs is the provision of cadaveric airways from NHSBT. The remaining costs of GMP manufacture
relate to the access charges for use of the GMP manufacturing laboratories. These are charged at
"cost" to cover the provision of the quality management staff (QM and QC personnel), regulatory
authority licensing, the maintenance and calibration contracts for equipment and routine GMP
disposables. The hospital overheads are stripped from these charges.
Centre for Respiratory Research: This is the site for epithelial cell preparation and science. Janes
(DA salary costs) will oversee cell production, obtain bronchial biopsies and assist with patient care
(bronchoscopy). We have applied for a post-doctoral research fellow for the epithelial component
of the grant. This person will need extensive expertise in airway cell culture and differentiation,
hence a relatively high spine point. They will work closely with Dr Janes in understanding what
cells and what matrix interactions are required for cell growth. The average laboratory
consumables cost for the Rayne building is £18,000 per year. However, the additional demands of
GMP manufacture have raised this figure slightly, for example the current high price of the Human
Bronchial Epithelial Cell culture medium.
UCL Ear Institute: This is the management hub and clinical base for the project. PI Birchall will
supervise the project overall and participate in clinical activities, and one day per week (DA) is
allocated to this. Sandhu (DA) is the principal clinician and will oversee patient care, perform
operations and endoscopies and participate in trial management (with Birchall), hence half a day is
requested. Schilder (DA) is clinical trial lead and requires two hours per week. Importantly, we
require support for a clinical research fellow to recruit patients, organize clinical visits,
investigations, endoscopy, consenting, follow-up and operating theatre sessions and to provide
1
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clinical assistance for all of these. The clinical fellow will act as a focal point for patient contact and
liaison and ensure communications between clinical and laboratory teams are effective. Funds for
project management include the costs of a PM (Sheridan, DA) and support, recruitment, office
consumables, meetings and travel costs (two conferences per annum, two staff each: ISSCR,
TERMIS), laptop computer and software/upgrades for clinical research fellow to maintain
databases and support research at multiple sites. An essential bioreactor control system is
included in El costs, quoted at 35,000, for which 22,500 is requested as per agreement with UCL.
We require costs for PPI group engagement (meetings, travel, accommodation). The clinical costs
over and above normal NHS care are also requested for patients enrolled, and include outpatient,
investigation, patient travel and accommodation and inpatient/operating theatre costs, and short
high dependency care stays. Some of these costs may have been incurred anyway, but in an
unpredictable manner, and in distant institutions in many cases. Here, we standardise everything in
an appropriately equipped and staffed, hospital at our clinical and scientific base, UCUUCLH.
UCL CTU: We require funds for a clinical trials support team (relevant sessional time of manager,
data manager, PPI officer, programmer, HE and statistical support) to prepare and submit
materials for obtaining relevant permissions, prepare trial documentation, initiate, manage and
monitor the clinical trial. This team will also perform data collation, management and statistical
analysis and assist with reporting. Co-l Tebbs is costed in (DA) and joins the PMG and TSC.
Statistics: Costs are required for professional statistician and Co-l Dr Gareth Ambler (DA salary) to
provide statistical support for this trial, which will include analysis and interpretation of the data.
Division of Surgery: Costs are requested for RA Darbyshire to produce and maintain bioreactors.
Darbyshire will also perform total quality management for technical aspects of bioreactor
refinement and production processes and be principal liaison for reverse translation supervised by
Hollander. Co-l Seifalian (DA salary costs) will oversee bioreactor development and be part of the
PMG. Costs of bioreactor construction, quality control and development are requested.
Regenerative Medicine Bioprocessing: We request funding for an engineer/economist to ensure
that activity is kept on target to deliver a therapy that is both safe and clinically effective, and
equally welcomed by the NHS for routine clinical practice. Many cell-based therapies have been
developed at vast expense, but failed to prove clear cost:benefit advantage. To demonstrate such
advantage requires an understanding of the whole pathway: the impact of changing one
component on this ratio must be understood. We will develop alternate models to include NHSembedded services, external commercialisation and combinations. To produce a transformative
therapy that restores patient/carer quality of life and benefits the NHS by reducing resource-use
requires robust analysis of cost of goods, healthcare, unemployment and societal implications. We
will develop new methodologies for guiding the development of transformative therapies that
replace a lifetime of frequent healthcare intervention and medication with a one-off cure. Whilst this
work-package adds £0.5M herein, the final saving to the NHS/DH and Department Of Work and
Pensions could, over the lifetime of the RegenVOX product, be orders of magnitude greater.
NPIMR: Co-applicant Ansari (DA) is responsible for continued optimisation/characterisation of decellularised larynx. As the technology to produce the scaffold matures, improvements can be
incorporated immediately. This will require 10% of her time over the first 36 months of study.
University of Bristol: Hollander (DA) will horizon scan for discovery science opportunities. He will
develop pathways to reverse translation for stem cell based ATMPs, which will be of generic
benefit to regenerative science. He will be involved with experimental design, data analysis and
prioritisation of downstream decisions. He will utilise extensive experience in stem cell research
and his well-developed environment. He will develop links with the highest quality discovery
science partners, for example those populating the MRC-funded Crick Institute near UCL.
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LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR THE DPFS PROPOSAL OF PROF MARTIN BIRCHALL
We wish to express the support of UCL Business PLC (UCLB) for the RegenVOX: Phase 1/11
clinical trails of stem cell based tissue engineered laryngeal implants project from Prof Birchall.
UCLB is delighted to be part of the excellent team assembled for this project. Prof Birchall was part
of the team involved in the very first Laryngeal implant procedure using a polymer based organ
scaffold (engineered at UCL) which was populated by autologous stem cells. Two subsequent
procedures were successfully performed using a donor hollow organ seeded with stem cells for
compassionate use. An MRC-TSCRC funded development programme is currently ongoing to
perform the necessary development activities prior to initiation of the clinical trial - which is the
subject of this funding application. The stem cell GMP manufacturing procedures developed at
UCLIUCLH by Dr Lowdell and the clinical expertise of the Birchall team make this a very
interesting research proposition which UCLB are very excited to be associated with.
UCLB has assigned an experienced Business Manager to oversee and manage the commercial
and IP aspects of this project. The initial MRC-TSCRC funding study has not generated any new
IP. Should new IP be developed during the initial phase of this follow on clinical trail then a patent
application will be filed to cover said IP with a view to commercialising the technology at a later
date.
UCLB has considerable resources available to support the development of this technology,
including a Project Management team to work on prototyping and scale-up issues in manufacture,
a Proof of Concept fund for new IP exemplification, and an outstanding IP/Iegal team to support
patent prosecution and contract negotiation should it be required.

With Kind Regards

Rebecca Paulraj
Business Manager
UCLB

Anne Lane
Executive Director
UCLB

UCL Business PLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of University College London.
Registered Office: The Ne1wof1( Building, 97 Tonenham Court Road, London W1T 4TP. Registered in England. Number. 02776963

